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• 
A microcomputer-based full wafer characterization system has been 
implemented based· on TECAP2, an interactive CAD/CAE software package 
-
from Hewlett-Packard Company. The system consists of a HP9836 Computer, 
RK681 Computer Controlled Wafer Prober, and a HP4145 Semiconductor 
Parameter Analyzer. This system enables the user in a research environment to 
fully measure and evaluate the DC simulation parameters on finished wafers 
from a semiconductor line. The characterizations are perfo.rmed over the entire 
surface of a finished wafer, with the data. presented as a distribution plot (wafer 
map). or statistical plot ( histogram) at the user's request. 
ln addition, software has been written to drive an automatic capacitance-
voltage measurement system in the processing lab itself. This software is also 
interactive in nature, and provides full C-V and bias-temperature stress 
measurement capabilities. It is based on an MSI Data Station and an HP85 
Desktop computer. A manual for its operation is provided. 
This thesis presents the operational procedures for the wafer mapping 
system, extensions to the TECAP2 manual for such operation, and sample 
measurements demonstrating the usefulness of such a program. 
I 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
With the increasing complexity and variability of semiconductor 
manufacturing there must be convenient and flexible systems for device and 
. 
process characterization. DC parametric testing is one very common, if time 
consuming way to· insure the. quality and consistency of a fabrication facility's 
output. 
Nowhere is this more critical than in a small research facility, where 
equipment budgets are low and processing and des_ign are subject to rapid 
variation. A smalJ laboratory must have a system sufficiently flexible to allow 
many different types of measurement to take place, but not so flexible as to be 
overly complex and therefore too expensive. For a laboratory with a changing 
staff, like a u-niversity lab, the software must also be as self-explanatory as 
possible to allow each new staff member to be able to use the system with a 
minimum of training time. 
Histor·ically systems such as this have been built up as "modular" systems 
made up of many different components. These are then interconnected together 
and controlled through a small computer to. take the data from a device and 
store it. The data is then transferred to a more powerful computer for data 
reduction and report generation. Because of the many translations of data this 
method is prone to error and data Joss. If an error occurs during measuremt!nt 
it may not be found until the data is transferred and analyzed, which is often 
enough time to insure the conditions of the experiment cannot be recreated. 
Often, both machines must translate data into a communications format which 
is awkward for the systems to handle , again slowing the process of analyzing 
2 
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the data. 
With the growth in power of microcomputers or .desktop minicomputers 
comes a niw way to impleme~t these systems. Now it is practical, from both a 
time and a budget point of view, to use the same computer which controls the 
instrumentation to store and analyze the data. This would eliminate the need 
for the slow data transfers, and allows the results of a test to be known in 
time to correct errors in the procedure. Also, by keeping the data in a constant 
conveni€nt format, the task of comparing or analyzi.ng data from different 
measurements is simplified. The measurement environment becomes more 
in.teractive, and the system user becomes more involved in the workings of the 
system making it much more adaptable to device conditions. 
This thesis describes the selection and extension of such a system for 
transistor characterization. Ful1y menu driven, modular in construction, and 
capable of full measurement and parameter extraction, this system meets all of 
the standards mentioned above. It allows tracking of such critical parameters as 
threshold voltage, leakage current, or substrate doping. It produces reports on 
these data in various formats, from simple list data to wafer mapping. 
First, some background information about such characterization systems is 
given.. Next, a detailed explanation of the new developments for this thesis are 
give. Finally, some examples of the measurements performed by this system are 
given. The appendix.es contain the detailed information not included in the 
main body of the thesis. This document should provide ·adequate background 
for the user familiar with device characteristics to use the programs and their 
extensions. 
3 
Chapter 2 
Common Test System ~trategies 
.,.,_._ 
Recently the specification of test systems for tracking the variations in 
process parameters has been a common topic in many of the professional 
journals. Most often it is concerned with tracking variations in the actual 
processing which will ·affect the yield of a commercial product line. This 
document concentrates developing a system suitable for a research environment 
where these changes are induced in the procesb to determine their effect on the 
final devices, or where the precise values of theses parameters is needed for 
comparison with other research results. Much of what has be.en written is 
directly· applicable to this task; these design ideas will be discussed in this 
chapter. 
2.1 Why Mensure At All? 
If one makes a product, it is only logical that one would like to know 
how well he (or she) is makjng that product. Measurement, or parametric 
testing, is one way to assure the quality of the product. DC parametric testing 
is used at various points in the process sequence to determine if the 
intermediate steps have proceeded correctly; measurements made after the 
process is complete screen out the defective chips from a lot before the costly 
process of packaging is be_gun. These results ar.e the used to improve: the yield 
in subsequent process runs. 
Most commonly parametr_ic tests are performed on specially designed test 
dice placed at strategic places on the actual product wafer. This pattern may 
include transisto.rs, resistors, capacitors, or specialized process monitoring 
4 
structures. These few chips placed within a run of product ~hips indicate the 
relative quality of the chips on the wafer. Variations from lot to lot are noted, 
and adjustments are made to keep yield as high as possible. [6] 
That scheme is mainly to characterize yield in a commercial line. In a 
\ 
research environment the final product is information; what variations in 
processing do to the wafers in the end product. For this type of situation 
dedicated test wafers are used. These are wafers fully covered with test 
patterns to evaluate the desired parameters. Because there are many of these 
(typically more than 30) even on a small wafer, statistically significant data 
may ·be taken on the processing variations with.in a wafer instead of only lot by 
lot. [11] 
2.2 Manual versus Automatic Measurement 
The question of manual or automatic measurement is a central question to 
this topic. Obviously since this paper is about automatic full wafer 
characterization there is a preference for automatic measurement here, but why? 
To understand this an example of each is given below. 
A manual measurement system generally consists of a collection of sources, 
1neters, and generally a curve tracer, strip chart recorder, or X-Y plotter. Each 
system generally consists of only the equipment needed to perform a given task; 
when the task is completed th~ equipment is used in another· task. Each 
experiment is constructed individually and often requires as much set-~p time as 
actual measurement time. Taking data requires the attention of the tester 
throughout, since the tester (the human tester) must record each data point by 
hand, or make adjustments ·to the system as the device under test warrants. 
Since this is a manpower-intensive, repetitive systein, it- is also prone to human 
5 
error. The amount of time involved often precludes the accumulation of large 
quantities of data. Finally, data taken in this manner is awkward to store, 
retrieve, and analyze. 
By comparison, an automatic measurement system, regardless of approach, 
consists of a controller (commonly a desktop computer), sources and 
measurement units under the control of this unit_, some programmable way of 
making the device connections to allow for flexibility, and some way of storing 
the data. Often too, this system can perform some fairly complex data 
reduction ·without the aid of a larger system. The system is generally able to 
handle a great many measurement tasks due to the flexibility gained by using a 
computer, th"Qs cutting down drastically on setup time. Many data points may 
be .taken and stored conveniently ( and exactly) without the tedium of involving 
the human user in point-by-point recording. Several ·different approaches are 
used to .implement an automatic test system, whether it is for functional (go/no 
go) testing or detailed parametric analysis; each approach maintains its 
advantages over manual testing. 
2.3 Automatic Measurement System Strategies 
Three common strategies exist in developing automated testing. Since this 
thesis is more concerned with parametric testing, _however~ only those approaches 
which pertain directly to parametric testing will be considered. These can be 
... 
• 1) of functional testers to evaluate device .parameters, 2) summarize as use 
design and construction of custom systems meant for a specific measurement 
task, and 3) a general system consisting of "smart instruments" connected to a 
controller to allow for more general purpose activity. 
Often an integrated circuit manufacturer wishes to perform parametric 
6 
testing on the output of his plant in order to track the quality and consistency 
of his product. Since very often he has functional testers already in-house for 
quality assurance purposes· he w·ishes to make this very expensive equipment do 
extra duty. By reprogramming these systems it is .sometimes possible to allow 
this, but often the functional tester lacks the necessary sensitivity to perform 
the parametric analysis. It is designed to drive large voltages and currents 
(normal operation conditions for the products under test). In addition, revision 
time on software for such a system could easily rival the demands of the 
manual approach. 
Design and construction of a custom system will overcome the sensitivity 
problem, but will often require many man-hours to implement, still with no 
guarantee that the system will perform the desired task. In addition·, the 
equipmen_t used in such a system is then dedicated to one task for its useful 
lifetime. Finally, duplication of a working system for a .similar operation may 
be as time-consuming as the original .design, especially if the system contains 
much custom hardware. This approach may be appropriate if the system will 
be used in ·a dedicated fashion, such as a capacitance-voltage ·measurement 
station used to track the quality of oxides in a proquction facility. This 
app_roach fails to meet the needs of a small research environment though, where 
flexibility is a prerequisite of a useful measurement system. 
The most viable solution for the research lab is using some of the "smart 
instruments" available for purchase in the instrumentation catalogs. These 
pieces of equipment often prov~de some data storage or analysis· capability in 
addition to the flexible programming of its operation. When combined with a 
small computer as a controller/coordinator, a smart system becomes an 
7 
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extremely useful, often indispensable tool for parametric analysis. 
2.4 Typical Structure of a Programmable MeBsurement System 
Shown below are two examples of typical programmable parametric test 
systems. On the left is a diagram of the system as a whole, including the 
common software modules used. [10] On the right is a block diagram of the 
hardware and interconnections involved. [6] 
measurement system consist of: 
1. Sources: Voltage, Current 
The typica] elements of a 
2. Measurement Instruments: Voltage, Current, Capacitance 
3. Switching Matrix 
4. Probing Equipment to allow contact with the DUT 
5. Controller ( commonly a desktop computer) 
6. Disk or Tape Storage 
7. Comprehensive software for measurement, storage, and data reduction. 
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Typical automated test system configurations 
The sources are used to force the known conditions on the device under 
8 
. ..... . ...... ~ - .. ... . .... . 
,. 
.test to perform the desired analysis. For DC parametric analysis the current 
supplies should have a precision typically on the order of l 00 picoamperes 
minimum (or smaller) with a full scale current capability of 100 milliamperes or 
m.ore. All six decades of range should be selectable .by software, to a precision 
of about 0 .. 1% of full scale. Similarly, the voltage supplies should have a 
resolution of 1 to 10 millivolts, with a supply range swing of 50 to 300 volts. 
The measurement instruments should be able to handle the full range of 
the forcing sources with a precision of better than O.Of,% of full scale. In an 
intelligent instrument system these devices should also be auto-scaling and self-
calibrating. 
A switching matrix is used to make the connections from the sources and 
I 
measurement units to the device under test. This generally contains a series of 
low noise relays under program control. Low . noise refers to the low 
thermoelectric noise and current offsets, wl}ich may limit the sensitivity of the 
measurement system. This matrix {ideally) should also make some prov-isions 
for avoiding "hot switching" (moving the contacts .under operational condit.ions) 
to preserve the life of the relays under high current or voltage co.nditions. 
The heart of the measurement system is the central processing unit. lt is 
typically a desktop computer with the ability to communicate easily with all of 
the equipment in the measurement system. It should have the capability of a 
higher level language (BASIC or FORTRAN are most common) to allow for the 
flexible programming of new measurement schemes. It should also possess 
adequate data _storage media to contain the necessary programs and data for 
detailed measurement. 
The probing equipment is necessary when analyzing devices which have not 
9 
yet been packaged_. A probing station often has the capability of moving the 
sample under test in precise steps_, controlling the temperature of the sample, 
and, in some cases·, load and unload the sample automatically. The probing 
system. also must provide some method for aligning. the wafer a.Jong the axes of 
movement of the s.tage, most common]y· a microscope or television camera and 
monitor. 
Finally, the system software is where all the pieces come together. This 
software allows for the flexible configuration of al] of the devices in the 
measurement system, the data acquisition (sometimes on a real-time basis) and 
the storage of data. Sophisticated software may even reduce the data on the 
controlling compute.r without having to transmit that data to a larger system. 
This software is considered in more detail. 
-2.5 Software Strategies 
A comprehensive software system is needed to control an·d coordinate all of 
the operations of a measurement system. It must control the .system equipment, 
transfer data to and from- the peripherals, disks, and user data base, and allow 
for the creation of test programs. A diagram of the system software is given 
below. 
Several components of the software bear elaboration. Under the real-time 
operating system exist the programs that may be used for system resource 
management and language support. Disk operations, file management, report 
generation, and measurement system configuration are carried out by the 
operating system. The programming languages which control the measurement 
" 
system may also be expected to make heavy use of the operating system's 
. . 
facilities. 
10 
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Figure 2-2: 
FORTRAN 
LANGUAGE 
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REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEM 
• SYSTEM MONITOR 
• UTILITY ROUTINES 
• PERIPHERAL HANDLERS 
• LANGUAGE SUPPORT 
IMMEDIATE 
MODE 
PROCESSOR 
CIMP) 
PARAMETRIC 
TEST SOFTWARE 
SELF-TEST AND 
CALIBRATION 
SOFTWARE 
-- --- ~ ~- -- - ·- - ~ - ·-.· - ~ 
Components of a Comprehensive Software System 
Listed in the figure is a FORTRAN language processor. This is not the 
only type of language environment used, but it is typical. The high level 
language supplied with the controller is augmented with new comm.ands to 
handle the measurement devices, or a library of pre-tested routines are made 
available. Another alternative is to write an new measurement language, but 
this is a very manpower-intensive operation, and is generally not justified by the 
com.plexity of the measurements to be made. 
Most of the time invo]ved in writing the parametric test software is 
therefore involved in writing the subroutines to perform the basic measurement 
system functions. These functions can be classified into four main categories: 
CONNECTIONS, which instruct the relay matrix to make or break certain 
connections within the measurement system; FORCING, ·which sets the source 
units to the values needed to make a give measure~~Jit; MEASUREMENT, 
which instruct the instruments to take data arid return it to the controller; and 
·DELAY, which allows for time dependent operations to take place, like settling 
• 
11 
time or long-term applied stresses. These routines are ge.nerally standard 
FORTRAN subroutin.es which may be called directly from small FORTRAN 
code, which in turn may also contain analysis routines. All that is required of 
a test then is a knowl~dge of the tests to be made, and some basic high-level 
lan·guage programming. 
12 
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Chapter 3 
Sherman Fairchild Laboratory 
Measurement Systems 
Now that .several possible design ideas for .a measurement system have 
been considered, the topic of this work, the structure of the existing 
measurement system may be discussed. Each topic will be taken in turn, 
resolving th~ differences between our measurement system and those id·eals 
discussed previously. 
Obviously, from the title of this document, the syste·m is an automatic 
measurement arrangement. What should be kept in mind is. that the system is 
primarily used by graduate students in aiding them in doing original research. 
These graduate students require the system to b.e immediately useable, self-
explanatory, and consistent. 
TECAP2 [16], a program fr9_m Hewlett-Pack~rd Design Aids Division, was 
found to possess many of the qualities so useful in a research environment. 
This program was supplied to us in compiled form from Hewlett-Packard, and, 
along with the capability to add user control procedures and models, allowed 
the project to be completed. This chapter will focus on the structure of the 
measurement system, its operations, and extensions for use in Sherman Fairchild 
Laboratory . 
13 
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3.1 System Diagrams and Component Description 
Fig~e 3.1 shows the layout of the Sherman Fairchild Laboratory 
Measurement system. Its components are: 
1. Sources and Measurement Units: A HP4145A :Semiconductor 
Parameter Analyzer provides the source and measurement unit 
capability. The unit is essentially a "smart curve tracer" consisting 
of four Stimulus-Measurement Units (SMU's). Each SMU is capable 
of supplying a constant voltage or current and monitoring the current 
or voltage flowing through them. The resolution of the SMU's is 
given in Table 3-1 . The HP4145 has a test fixture associated with 
it which can handle packaged devi.ces in a variety of housings, ~long 
with managing the connection of the S·MU'.s to the pins. The SMU's 
are assignable through program control at the unit's front panel, or, 
as in this system, under computer control. 
2. Switching Systems: Currently only the software assignments of the 
four SMU 's is permitted. This is discussed more fully under Future 
.... 
Recommendatio.ns. 
3. Probing Equipment: The probing system consists of a Rucker and 
Kolls Model RK681A Computer Controlled Prober. The system is 
controlled by the computer over the interface bus exclusively; 
parameters are again- set up in the main TECAP2 program. It is 
capable of stepping in the X and Y directio.ns as well as raising and 
lowering the probes to the wafer surface. Resolution of movement is 
14 
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Figure 3-2: Sherman Fairchild Laboratory Measurement System 
.001 mm. in both the x and y directions. New control software was 
written to handle this instrument. 
4. Controller: The system controller is a Hewlett-Packard HP9836 
Desktop Computer running the HP-Pascal Operating System Version 
2.0. The system contains 1.0 megabytes of main system memory, 
two floppy disk drives, and a black-and-white combined text/graphics 
display CRT. The system controls the external instruments by way 
of the HPIB (Hewlett - Packard Interface Bus), a version of the 
IEEE-488-1975 bus specification. 
5. Disk Storage: A HP9136 Winchester Hard Disk Drive stores the 
program and configuration files, Pascal utilites, and help files for ease 
16 
of access and speed. The drive has a 5 megabyte Winchester fixed-
media disk and a 5.25 inch floppy disk for backup purposes. 
6. Software: The main body of software is supplied as TECAP2, which 
will be discussed in detail. 
ln addition to the bas·ic measurement system, a modem and RS232C 
capability has been added to communicate with the Cyber 730 computer 
belonging to the Lehigh University Computing Center. First, TECAP2 is used 
to extract the SPICE program parameters. Through a virtual terminal program 
data or parameters may be transfered to the mainframe for circuit simulation~ 
In this way we may verify the parameter extraction or try to predict the 
reaction of devices under test and their o·peratiop in finished circuit. 
3.2 TECAP2 Program Capabilities 
TECAP2 is a product of Hewlett-Packard's Design Aids/ Engineering 
Productivity Division in Palo Alto, California [16]. It is designed for designers 
and process engineers to measure semiconductor test structures and extract 
device model parameters for circuit simulators. The program has many 
capabilities which are convenient for the researcher in a small lab to use. 
Modularity of design allows for ease of user modification and understanding. 
The Internal Data Base is used by all functions of TECAP. This section will 
discuss the original internal structure of TECAP and its capabilities. 
TECAP2 provides t-he capability of 1) Precise and flexible measurement of 
DC characteristics of transistors, 2) Extraction of model parameters; directly 
finding the HPSPICE model parameters, and using an optimizing simulation for 
parameters of user-specified models, and 3) Simulating the device performance 
17 
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Table 3-1: Resolutions of Major System Components [7] 
-.. ... 
' 
Current Range Resolu_tion Accuracy Max. Voltage 
20V (>SOmA) 
. 
. 
tlOOmA lO()µA 40V (>20mA) 
-
~lOmA lOµA 0.3\+(0.l+0.2•Vo/100)\ 
. 
tlOOQitA 1~ 
. 
. 
~lOOµA lOOnA 
:tlOµA lOnA lOOV (S20mA) 
. 
. 
:tlOOOnA lnA 
0.5\+(0.l+0.2•Vo/iOO)\ 
. 
~lOOnA lOOpA 
-.tlOnA lOpA 
.. l\+(O.l+0.2•Vo/l00)\+5pA 
~lOOOpA lpA 
. 
. 
I 
Voltage Range Resolution Accuracy Max. Current 
. 
:20V . lmV lOOmA 
. . 
. 
. 
t40V 2mV 0.1 \•0. OS\+O. 40• I.o SOmA 
tlOOV SmV 2DmA 
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using the models built in. TECAP2 supports the .HPSPICE models for MOS, 
BJT, and DIODE equations. The extracted parameters can be printed in the 
form of a SPICE .MODEL card for simulation on a mainframe computer. 
The modular internal structure of the TECAP2 program allows for the 
flexibility and ease of prograrnming which TECAP exhibits. This data structure 
is shown in Figure 3-·3 . The internal data structure contains. the setup, 
measurement, simulation, and filing information being used by each phase of the 
TECAP program. 
On the upper left of the structure is the user interface section of th·e 
program. All measurement, filing, data management, and simulation commands 
are issued through this section. Each selection is menu driven or graphically 
displayed on the screen. The various routines check the internal data base and 
store the user's requests in the data base. Paratneters such as voltage sweep 
settings, current parameter values for . . a given model, which devices are 
connected to the bus, and where the current data is coming from are stored 
there. When the commands to perform a certain operation are given, the data 
is taken from the data structure instead of repeatedly polling the user. Any 
data in this structure may be stored to disk for later usage. 
The User Interface also provides a fundamental programming capabil_ity. 
Commands given at the keyboard may be a string of command characters which 
can be stored to disk for later use. There is a single branch condition and a 
basic looping .structure for repeated commands to be -used. This feature was used 
for the parameter m~pping extensions made at Fairchild Labs. 
On the upper right of Figure 3-3 are the subroutines which drive the 
individual measurement .devices. They are analogous to the specialized 
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subroutines presented as part of the FORTRAN code in Chapter 2. Each 
device has its own set of device drivers, which allow the user to set parameters 
and retrieve data from each device without having to know 
structure for the individual device. The measurement subroutines extract the 
necessary data from the internal data base to accomplish the measurements and 
stores the measured :data back in the d·ata structure . 
On the lower left of the diagram are the extraction and simulation 
routines. Both sets of pr~ograms use the setup data (voltage sweeps, 
compliances, etc.) to measure transistors, but the simulation routines measure a 
"software transistor", a built-in subroutine which mimics a transistor with the 
given parameters from the database. Parameter extraction is accomplished by 
minimizing t.he ·RMS error between measured data and simulated results, 
changing the simulation parameters to accomplish the agreements. These move 
on to the output control where the data is printed, plotted, or written out in a 
format which a circuit simulator (not a part of TECAP) can use. 
These program c~pabilities work for a single device or single set of devices 
for a given set of ·parameters. They give no indication of device to device or 
wafer to wafer variations. Adding this capability is the IJ>Urpose of this thesis 
work. First, the capability to examine an entire wafer needed to be added. 
3.3 Prober Control Modification to TECAP2 
As supplied, TECAP2 Ver lC.00 supports only the Rucker and Kolls 1032 
Probing Station. This station is much too expensive for a university research 
environment and as such could not be used for our measurement system. A 
much less expensive option, the Rucker and Kolls 681 Prober, would also meet 
our needs, but was not supported by the system software. Furthermore, the 
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actual code for the RK1032 drivers is for Hewlett-Packard· Internal Use Only 
and could not be obtained for modification. This necessitated writing new code 
drivers for TECAP2 and the RK681 code, substituting this code into the 
already compiled code of Hewlett-Packard without doing damage, and re-loading 
the software. 
The modification was done with only a minimum on knowledge of the 
internal structure of th.e program. When disassembling .the import an·d export 
tables of the module PROBE_DRIVER (the sections ,which establish the linking 
. 
conventions with outside routines) the. names of the several prober-dependent 
routines were found. Mr. Ebrahim Khalily was kind enough to specify a partial 
functional description of these modules, which allowed us to w·rite Pascal code 
to mimic these operations for the RK681 prober. 
The final code version of the new PROBE_DRIVER along with the 
installation man-ual .and linking code are provided in the appendixes of this 
document. 
3.4 Mapping Extensions to TECAP2 
As currently supplied, version IC.00 of TECAP2 has no provision for 
creating a wafer map of the devices on a wafer even thoug·h it does have the 
.capability of stepping across the surface of a wafer to measure it. Because of 
.. 
this limitation there is no irrsight provided into the device to device or wafer to 
wafer variation of parameters, a useful o·bservation to someone who is putting 
together a new process or evaluating the quality of an established on. A 
purpose of this thesis was to install the foundations of such a mapping system 
into TECAP2. 
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8.4.1 Map Data Internal Structure 
The data structure for the map is very simple to use and understand. 
First an-d foremost, one must store the data to be mapped in the database. 
Along with this some useful information like which parameter is being ma.pped 
is good. Finally, some indication of the validity of the giv-en data point is 
necessary, since not all wafer coordinates will yield useful data. 
type 
The declaration for the map types of data is as follows: 
{ 
{ 
points to data for map in the heap - dynamic} 
map_ptr = Amap_data; 
data structure for the 
- .data 
- .setflg 
map_data - record 
map itself: 
contains the numbers 
whether the data is valid } 
data:array[O .. map_~_size, 0 .. map_y_size] of 
real; 
end· ,
set£ lg: array [O . . map_x_s.ize, 0 . . map_y _size] 
of ·boolean; 
var 
map_array : 
map_par_num: 
map_allocated: 
map_ptr; 
integer; 
boolean; 
These variables in tandem with those already declared in the original 
TECAP DAT A BASE determine the mapping parameters for the new routines. 
The data are kept in memory with a pointer to the data array to minimi_ze 
memory usage when mapping of parameters is not taking place. 
MAP ARRAYA points to the data, . which is only valid when 
MAP ALLOCATED is true. Each of the mapping routines refers to this 
variable when it begins to access the map data segment. 
MAP PAR NUM 
-· 
• 
1s· an integer which points to the current mapping 
.. 
parameter in the current active model. Both the model name and its units are 
already stored in TECAP2's main data base. 
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The actua] data array consists of two parallel arrays of data. The 
.DATA field contains the value of the parameter to be mapped; its 
corresponding .SETFLG .field indicates if the data field has been set to valid 
d_ata. These fields are set to 0.0000 and FALSE at initialization, respectively. 
Each of these fields is saved in the disk file, along with the user's name, 
current active model number (with the string for readability), device geometry 
type, and a flag indicating it • JS map Note procedures 
store map data 
- -
and fetch map data 
- -
• In the appendix listing of these 
programs. 
3.4.2 Command Structure of the Map Extension 
This provides a brief overview of the functions of the mapping extensions. 
For a user's guide view of the added commands, please see the chapter later in 
t.his document, Addendum to the TECAP2 User's Guide. 
The a:uxiliary menu for TECAP2 now appears as: 
A) Store map data 
Al) Select map param 
A2) Initialize map 
A3) Print map data 
A4) Print stat data 
A6) Statistics plot 
A6) Wafer Surf. Plot 
A7) Save/Fetch Map 
AB) Release Prober 
AlO) Set supply vals 
All) Time delay (s) 
The commands perform as follows: 
A) Store map data 
This procedure copies the parameter from the internal transistor parameter 
array in active model and stores it in the map data array. It first checks to 
see if the array h·as been allocated. 
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Al) Select map param 
Allows t_he user to select the parameter from the current model which will 
be mapped. Defaults to the current parameter, initially 1. 
A2) Initialize map 
Allocates the map data array and zeroes· the elements ( clears the map). 
Warns if data already exist. 
A3) Print rnap data 
Lists all of the current map data to the current listing device (set in 05-
07}. 
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A4) Print stat data 
Prints the mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence interval (assuming· 
normal distribution) [4], minimum and maximum values of the map data to the 
current list device~ 
A5) Statistics plot 
Plot a histogram (auto_scaled) of the current map data with a normal 
distribution curve superimposed. Labelled for easy identification. 
A6) Wafer.· Surf. plot 
Plot a wafer map (auto_scaled) of the current map data, with symbols 
.,< 
representing data in ten steps. G·rids can be toggled to appear or not according 
to the grid_flag set in the P menu. 
A7) Store/Fetch map 
Used to retrieve and store the current map data. 
AlO) ·Set supply values 
Will set any SMU or voltage source connected to the system to a given 
value. Prompts for all answers . 
. All) Time .delay (s} 
Will delay doing anything for a giv.en number of seconds. Prints. a period 
on the screen ev~ry two seconds to let the user know the system is still 
• 
running. 
S.4.3 Map Reporting Formats 
There are four ways to report the data from the extensions to TECAP2: 
' 
I) A direct pri~ting of the data, 2) Printouts of the statistical variations, 3) 
plots of the distributions (histogram) and 4) a wafer map of the parameters. 
See the section Sample Data from 'PECAP2 Mapping for more detailed 
explanations. 
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3.5 Test Pattern Design 
To fully extract the DC parameters from the device with· TECAP a 
collection of three devices of different geometries ·is needed. For the purpose of 
generating maps of the final wafers produced at Sherman Fairchild Labs, a test 
pattern of three PMOS .and three NMOS devices was designed. These are 
present once in each test chip, 28 times across the new wafer. Some wor·king 
samples of this pattern were made near the end of this research, but proved to 
be unsuitable for automatic probing because of the thinne·ss of the aluminum 
de pos"i ted. 
To extract th·e classical MOS device parameters ld versus V g data for a 
large transistor are needed. For the channel width parameters the same 
measurements are needed on a narrow channel device to force the effects to 
become dominant. The channel shortening effects, then, require a device with a 
very short channel. 
The transistor dimensions (specified as gate width to length dimensions) 
are 50 x 50 µm, 50 x 20 µm and 20 x 20 µm. These devices, though they do 
not press· the processing into severe precision, should be sufficient to characterize 
the processing of the wafers. S1ight alignment or patterning problems should · 
not prevent them from operating; rather, they should then be able to point out 
the errors in :the processing. Shown below is the pattern of the .NMOS test 
array; the PMOS pattern is completely analogous. 
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Chapter 4 
Detailed Operation of the TECAP 
Extensions 
Supplement to the TECAP2 User's Guide and System Designer's 
Guides 
This· chapter contains the complete modifications which must be made to 
the T.EC·AP2 User's Guide and System Designer's Guide. All attempts were 
made to keep the fotmat already present in the l C.00 v~rsion of the manuals, 
so these pages may be added directly to the manuals. 
locations is made before each new section. 
Reference to their 
TECAP2 REFERENCE MANUAL ADDENDUM 
For section 3.1 Auxiliary Commands 
Commands Al through A7, AlO, and All have been 
implemented as part of the the user module code, and 
allow for the manipulation of the map data. 
A) Store map data 
This command allows the user to store the extracted 
parameter into the map data structure. This data will 
be plotted or printed according to the commands A3 
through A6. When the command is given the program reports 
the current position of the probes (and where the data will 
be stored) along with the value of the parameter being 
stored. The display is maintained for a few seconds to allow 
for reading. The flag indicating this position contains valid 
data will also be set. An error message will be generated if 
no space for map data is allocated. 
*** WARNING! **** 
This routine overwrites the data in the current map data base 
at the given location. Care should be taken that this data 
is correct and d.esired. 
Al) Select Map Parameter 
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When this command is executed a list of the parameters 
available from the current active model is displayed and the 
user is prompted for the n~mber of· the parameter to be mapped. 
The parameter already in effect is the default. If the active 
model is changed the parameter is reset to number 1. This 
command does not change or reset the map data structure in any 
w.ay; the data from previous assignments is still there - use 
command A2 to reset the data base. 
A2) Initialize Map Data 
This command will allocate memory space for the map data if 
it already has not been done. If data space is already set 
aside the routine asks t_he user if he really wants to destroy 
the existing data, and will abort by default to preserve data. 
The number of chips horizontally and vertically is calculated, 
the data spaces in the· map are set to 0.0 and all flags are 
set to indicate no valid c;lata. None of these parameters except 
the map data are set by any other operations. See command Al 
for storing map data . 
. A3) Print Map Data. 
This command prints the data stored in the map data base 
to the current text output device (screen, printer, or file). 
If data has not been set, the data field will read 'Not set'. 
The coordinates referred- to are mapped as follows: 
0;3 7,3 
2,0 5,0 
A4) Print Stat Data 
This will print the mean, standard deviation, value to a 
95% confidence interval of the parameter of interest (assuming 
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a normal distribution) and the minimum and maximum value of 
the mapped parameter. The values will be displayed at the 
current text output device . 
.,, 
A.5) Plot Stat Data 
This command prints a histog.ram of the distribution of the 
map data in ten steps (auto scaled and .rounded) with mean 
and standard deviation indicated, along with the corresponding 
normal data distribution curve for the data (assuming a normal 
distribution and adjusted for the amount of valid data 
present in the system. The plot will be performed on the 
current plot output device.) 
A6) Wafer Surface Plot 
This command plots a wafer map of the data stored in the current 
map data base. The data is printed in ten intervals (corres-
-ponding to the steps in the histogram plot, with the same 
limits). The ranges of the symbols are plotted nearby with 
units. The plot is sent to the current plotting device (see 
commands 01 .. 03) 
A7) Fetch and Store Map Data 
This sequence will save the current map data base to disk 
according to the system defaults ( drive, extension, name). 
If the operation is. storage, the system will prompt for 
file name. The '.M' suffix will be appended as with other 
TECAP2 files. (See the System Designer's Guide for file 
internal format). If the operation is fetch, the system 
will execute the A2} lnit Map command before loading. 
A8) Release prober 
This command releases the Rucker and Kolls 681 prober to 
be operated from its own front panel instead of strictly 
under TECAP2 control. Useful for alignment of the wafer. 
AIO) Set Supply Values 
Allow·s any of the SMU's, VS's, VM's or CMU's in the 
measurement system to be set to a given value. Useful 
for making non-standard measurements (stress or aging 
measurements, programming devices, etc.) All values 
are prompted, the <stop> key w·ill leave all values 
unchanged. 
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All) Time Delay 
Simply does nothing for the number of seconds specified. 
The value is trimmed to the nearest millisecond, and for 
periods longer than 2 seconds a period is displayed to 
indicate the computer's continued operation and give an 
idea of elapsed time. 
TECAP2 SYSTEM DESIGNER'S MANUAL ADDENDUM 
Under Chapter 5: FILE DESCRIPTION 
Add: PROBE 681.TEXT 
PMG USER.TEXT 
PROBE . 681.CODE 
PMG USER.CODE 
Stream file LINK 681 
Stream file LINK PMG 
contains the RK681 prober drivers 
contains the map extension routines 
contains the RK681 prober drivers 
contains the map extension routines 
links modules wit.h the RK68 l drivers. 
installs the map modifications with 
the drivers for the RK681 
Under Chapter 6: SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
DEVEL: LINK 681.TEXT 
PROBE 681.TEXT 
PROBE 681.CODE 
PMG USER.TEXT 
PMG USER.CODE 
LINK PMG.TEXT 
Under Chapter 17: DATA FILE STRUCTURE 
Map Data File:· 
! MEASURED file, TECAP2 : lC.02 {MAP DAT A FILE 
! User name 
! ORD(Device_type) 
! Device name 
! Wafer name 
! Wafer corr1ment 
! Device_ Length Device_ Width 
! Source Area Drain Area Source Perim Drain Perirn 
- -
! O.OOOOOE+ooo O.OOOOOE+ooo 
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Active Model Numer 
Map _Parameter _Number 
X_ Chip_Size 
lst_Data_point (0,0) 
2nd_Data_point (0,1) 
• 
• 
Active Model Name 
Map_Parameter_ Name 
Y _ Chi~_ Size 
! Last_.data_.point (Xsize, Ysize) 
! End-of-file 
'? 
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Chapter 5 
Sample Measurements from TECAP2 
Mapping 
Presented here are -the first set of measurements made with the mapping 
extensions to TECA.P2. Regretfully, the working samples of the test pattern 
designed for this purpose proved unsuitable for automatic probing because of the 
"' 
thinness of the aluminum layer deposited. The metal lifted away from the field 
oxide whenever the probe card tips touched the surface of the metal. Manual 
probing was stil] possible, whic·h showed that the devices worked, though the 
samples had very high leakage currents. The tests presented here were made on 
three wafers from TP200 (the second of the Sherman Fairchild Labs Student 
Project Wafers), supplied by Thomas Krutsick. The threshold voltage VTO, 
substrate doping NSUB, and surface mobility UO were extracted from a 50µm 
by 50µ.m· PMOS transistor in the transistor array designed by Richard Booth 
and Thomas Krutsick. The channel width narrowing parameter WD was 
measured on the same PMOS transistor array, devices measuring 50µm by 
24µm. 
5.1 Models and Extraction Methods used in TECAP2 
The parameters extracted by TECAP2 are the standard parameters for 
HPSPICE [HPSPICE], a modification. of SPICE Ver 2 from U.C. Berkeley. 
Extracted in this thesis are the so-called Level I parameters, the classical M·os 
parameters. The equations u~ed are listed below. 
where 
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Note: L and W are device effective channel length and width; i.e., after 
subtracting 2x WD and 2xLD from device parameters. 
Id 
VD-SAT is determined iteratively to be Vn.s when LxE . ~--.-.--
crtt dld/dVnt 
1 . . I 
µ==µo{ Vg.,1-Vt}{ . Vd,t } 
l+ 1+--Vnorm LxEtra 
Each of the parameters is used to compute the drain current for the 
"software transistor" given the measurement settings for the actual transistor. 
The simulation procedure is iterated until the: error between the simulated and 
-measured data is minimized, with the parameters of interest used to fit the 
data. 
The algorithm used to extract these parameters is the Levenberg-
Marquardt method w·hich .uses the first derivative of the function of interest. It 
• 
combines the method of Steepest Descent and Gauss-Newton described below to 
minimize the function Id as a function of the paramters to be extracted . 
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., The method of ·Steepest Descent is an iterative algorithm which ,senses the 
direction of the steepest negative gradient in a- function or array of points and 
proceeds to ·move the solution to that point. This is a very fast, but not very 
accurate method; it converges very quickly for initial conditions far from the 
solution. 
Gauss-Newton is a method for solving. the same type of system in the 
neighborhood of the final value. It assumes a quad·ratic function of the 
variables near the solution and uses the first three terms of its Taylor series to 
" 
evaluate the minimum point. The first and second d~rivatives are approximated 
from the data itself. 
The ,Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm combines these methods to speed the 
solution. The method of steepest descent is used to find the neighborhood of 
the solution and the answer is refined by Gauss-Newton. (TECA.P2] 
5.2 Substrate Doping NSUB 
The doping characteristics were extracted by minimum the difference the 
simulated and measured threshold voltages, using the doping as a fitting 
parameter. The substrate doping extracted from the electrical parameters 
agreed fairly well with what was specified in the original material (5 ohm-cm 
material). However, the values extracted varied gre~tly, with the standard 
deviation equal to half that of the mean value. This .d.ata is probably not very 1 
meaningful numerically, the distribution over the wafer surface is informative. 
In wafer B7 the values on the upper half of the -chip are fairly constant, 
increasin·g as one goes down and to the left, while the data for wafer B2, 
processed at the same time, shows a marked difference in pattern. Some 
parameter of the doping steps seems to have been uneven here, but because 
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there .are no records of the orientation of the wafers during processing, no 
conclusions can be reached. For future runs with the test chips, orientation will 
have to be m·onitored. 
5.3 Threshold Voltage VTO 
This parameter was extracted by a simple linear fit through an 
approximated linear region of the l-V curve and is found at the x intercept. 
The solution here ·is also iter~ted to find the best fit, and, along wit.h NSUB 
and UO, determines the fit of the extracted to measured curves. The threshold 
voltage control on· both wafers seems very good. Both are centered at about 
-I.I volts, and the variations across the wafer are typically a few- millivolts. 
Some of the devices show a marked difference in the threshold, but this is 
probably due -to some local defects and can thus be ig_nored for this treatm~nt. 
Note however that the data is bu~ched around the mean and tails off toward 
the more negative threshold voltage. The curve resembles the distribution of 
dopants as they diffuse into a su.bstrate; this could show the p.rofile of the 
threshold voltage implant, that is, how well the depth of the implant is 
controlled across the surface of the wafer. 
5.4 Surface mobility UO 
This is again used to fit the data to the simulation. The parameters of 
interest are in terrelatcd as in the equations above. The extracted surface 
mobility is fairly constant across the wafer, which is not surprising since the 
f>MOS devices are fabricated into the perfect or nearly perfect N substrate. 
There is no reason to expect the sam.e- good fortune for the NMOS devices. 
For wafer B7 the mean of the data is very close to that reported in elementary 
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textbooks of 450 cm 2 /V-s. The variation is also not great from the mean 
reported. The value for this parameter on wafer B2 is much _much lower that 
for B7, but there does not seem to be a difference between the measurement 
approaches. Several repetitions of this experiment and extraction yielded the 
...... 
same results. If we assume the data from wafer B7 to be correct, then we 
have verified {statistically) the surface mobility for holes in ·silicon. 
5.5 Channel narrowing due to lateral diffusion, the WD 
parameter 
This is a measure of the width reduction parameter of the finshed wafer 
with respect to the designed width. The channel width is expressed as 
W . == Wd . d-2 x W D. The data seems to show that the dop·  ant from the 
· effectrv.e es1gne · · · 
surroun.ding material narrows the channels by 8µm on a side for a total of 
l 6µm. This would suggest that a channel cannot exist in any device designed 
to ·be narrower than 16µm. 
This data is p.robably not valid, however. The extractions were performed 
on devices which were made in a non-self-aligned_ process, so the assumptions of 
the gate geometry made for this may not be true. .Also, since <la.ta for 
intermediate parameters was made on physically different devices, the param·eters 
may be incorrect for the location mapped. These possible sources· of error add 
up to a rather unbelievable ·result as far as this goes. This would indicate a 
misalignment of about 2.5...;5 µm during the masking sequences, something which 
clearly did not happen. 
This is an example -of what the mapping system can accomplish. The data 
measurement, reduction, and report generation took six hours to complete.· This 
involved the measurement of the .equivalent of four full wafers of data and the 
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extraction of four separate parameter sets. These parameters point out some of 
the processing ideas in these wafers, but since they were not as carefully tracked 
as one would like, only a few conclusions regarding processing could be drawn. 
The parameters were normally distributed or at least nearly so ( a bit of a 
wide skew due to the "freaks" of the distribution), justifying the use of that 
distribution in this analysis. Another similar distribution, the Pearson IV 
distribution ( commonly used to rnodel implantation depth) might also be used 
-for these one-sided variations in extracted parameters. Lo·cal irregularities 
1 
(lower that normal threshold voltage for example) are most likely caused by 
impurities .introduced in processing or some local crystal flaw, and can be 
ignored·. However, regions w h~re several devices show the same tendencies (such 
as the substrate doping) can be used to draw conclusions about th.e underlying 
population distributions.. 
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Chapter 6 
Capacitance-Voltage Measurement System 
Developinent 
' 
Another useful, but currently unrelated, automatic measurement system 
which exists in Sherman Fairchild Laboratory is a Capa.citance-Voltage 
measurement system based on an MSI E,lectronics Data Station and a·n HP85 
con troll er. The software currently in use was written at Lehigh to rectify 
several deficiencies in the pr.ogram supplied with the station. 
The worst of the·se deficiencies was a consistent tendency to destroy the 
device under test with excessive voltage. The software would ~et a maximum 
voltage and search for the accumulation region. This works fine if there is a 
clear-cut accumulation . . region, but if there • 1s some . reg1on where the 
accu·mulation wanders, the program will not find it, will increase the voltage, 
and search again. This eventually will reach a p.oint where the voltage will 
exceed the strength of the device and it wil1 be destroyed. 
Other nice features which the new program contains are: 
• Default Parameters: The new software contains the most 
commonly used measurement parameters for our lab. 
• Menu Driven: Even a novice user may be able to use the program 
without a manual. 
• Asymmetric Sweep: In the old software the voltage sweep needed 
to be symmetric about zero . The new program allows arbitrary 
• 
sweep size. 
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• Data Management: Resu]ts of measurements may be saved and 
retrieved for Jater examination. 
Future enhancements should include different gate materials, variable 
duration temperature stress ( currently it is limited to the cycle time of the 
ch·uck temperature, about 5 minutes), and a pulsed-capacitance measurement 
\ 
capability to provide such features as doping profiling. 
A complete user's manual and system guide is included in the appendixes 
of this document. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
In this paper it has been shown that, for a small laboratory, a flexible 
and inexpensive DC parame.tric analysis system is an indispensable tool. From 
this genera) discussion the merits of the TECAP2 program were discussed, and 
the lack of device to device comparison and data reporting were noted. 
Program extensions were made to TECAP2 to remedy the deficiencies in 
the program with respect to the comparison of devices with respect to location 
on a wafer. These extensions were tested, and the tesul~s reinforced the need 
for such characterizations. Variations were seen in several classical parameters, 
and in the channel narrowing effects. The channel narrowing effects as 
extracted were also related to other observed effects. 
A second program, for in-lab C~ V measurement, was also discussed. The 
complete operations manual is included in the appendixes to this document. 
Recommend.ations for future development include: 
• Three-dimensional plotting of wafer parameter or contour plotting to 
even more clearly show the variations across a wafer. This could be 
used as a processing monitor, carried along through the process to 
control variations. 
• A provision for storing and plotting rnultiple parameters for the same 
wafer, easing the extraction burden. 
• Acquisition of a full-Kelvin matrix switching system .to allow for 
more than a four-port measurement. At least 20 ports are needed 
for an effective system. This is currently the system'$ major 
weakness, since the need to reprobe the devices causes destruction of 
devices and loss of time. 
• Addition of some variety of capacitance meter to the system, 
preferably the HP4280, already supported by the software. This 
would eliminate the need for approximating· Cox as constant across 
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the wafer. 
• A thermal chuck for the prober, to al1ow for bias-temperature stress 
measurement and study. 
• Several different distribution models should be considered in the 
statistical reporting. A 10 or 15% trimmed mean should be reported, 
thus eliminating some of the misleading distribution data caused by 
local variations outside the normal problems. 
• A low current capability coupled with low noise probes could aid in 
the characterization of even smaller geometry devices. 
• Some method for adding ·of user models to the system should be 
developed. Some work has been done to this end, but is not complete 
enough to present in this work. Any parameters supplied to the user 
model could be extracted via the optimization /minimization scheme 
already built into TECAP2. The description of the terminal voltages 
and currents are all that is necessary. This could be done such that 
the equations are entered into a utility program which would 
compose the appropriate Pascal code to implement the model. 
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Appendix A 
Measured Wafer Data 
The data contained in this section was measured from devices supplied by 
Thomas Krutisck. Evaluation of this data may be found in the main body of 
this thesis. 
Source: RAT ARRAY PMOS Transistors, supplied by ·Thomas Krutsick 
• 
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Table A-1: Wafer B7 Substrate Doping Data and ·Statistics (NSUB): 
Frint Stored Hap Date 
-----------~---------
Wefer ID i! TJK'S 87 
U!er NeMe 115 Fhill 6o1dMan 
Oate end TiMe= 3=59 PM Nov 14,1985 
Active Model 1e HPSPICE-MOS 
PareMeter Mapped 1! NSUB (1/CM3) 
-------------~---------------------~--~------
I X poeition y poe1t1on Value t I 
--------------------------------~------------
0 0 Not 5et 
0 1 Not 5et 
0 -, Not 15et ~ 
0 3 1.23143E+0l5 
0 4 Not eet 
0 5 - Not 15e t 
l 0 Not 1Se t 
1 1 1.02535E+015 
1 2 7.38023E+014 
1 3 7.13797E+014 
l 4 6.BS194E+0l4 
l 5 Not eet 
2 0 Not ,et 
2 1 Not 5et 
2 2 6 .11342E+014 
2 3 6 . 8.4 010.E + 01 4 
2 4 7.49834E+014 
2 5 9.07993E+014 
·- 0 Not ,et :, 
3 l l.4I245E+0l5 
3 2 5.22303E+015 
3 3 l.2709.tE+015 
3 4 1.67646E+015 
3 5 Not eet 
4 0 2.16300E+016 
4 1 1. l 7459E+015 
4 2 Not set 
4 3 l.534S?E+015 
4 4 2.93809E+014 
4 5 Not e et 
5 0 8.59892E-+-015 
s ·1 2.61200E+015 
5 2 l.2171SE+015 
5 3 1.72209E+015 
5 4 Not 5et 
5 5 Not ~et 
6 0 Not 5et 
6 1 4.10297E+015 
6 ., 2.90167E+015 ~ 
6 3 1.76191E-+-015 
6 4 1.61730E+01S 
6 s Not ,,d 
7 0 Not ,et 
7 l Not set 
7 2 4.09179E+016 
7 3 1. 48362E+01-S 
7 4 Not eet. 
7 5 Not 1et 
Wafer IO 15 TJK'S 87 
U9er NaMe is Phil! ~oldMan 
Date and Til'le: 4: 0 PM Nov 14,1985 
PareMeter Mapped is NSUB (l/CM3) 
Statistical Data for Current M~p 
---~-----------~--~~----~-------
Hean 
Standard Oev1at1on 
Value of para~eter 
• 4.0~861E+015 
• 8.47697E+015 
• l.01861E+015 +/- 2.39815E+015 
H1ni~u~ data value • 2.93809E+014 
at location (4, 4) 
HaxiMu~ data value • 4.09179E+0I6 
at locat 10n (7, 2) 
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TECRP Ver 
2. 40000E +001 · 
+> 
[ 
J 
0 
u 
. 
' 
I 
..---
0.00000[+000 
-
• 
N 
lC.02 
. 
I 
Map Oat a Distribution 
.... 
I :r- I . 
. 
NSU.B C 1 /Cm3 ) 
Mean - 4.01861E+015 l/Cm3 
Standard Deviation~ 8.47697E+015 
Bar width~ 4.0?100E+015 l/Cm3 
Wa~er ID - TJK'S B? 
l 
(D 
-
• 
'lj'" 
> I 
~ 
•• 
Cj 
-l 
00 
C: 
O"" 
'JJ 
C"+ 
""'1 
Ci> 
C"+" (b 
....... 
-· r:n 
C"+ 
""'1 
-· 
0 
.·::1 
WFl~ER MAP TEC:FlP lC.02 
Date and T 1 me • 3 • 56 PM Nov 1 ~ 1 985 • • • 
Wa-f'e r Name • T...TK , s B7 .
Use ,..... Na.me • Ph 1 1 1 Go 1 drna.n • 
Type • PMOS • 
Blank i s unme asu .~ed 
0: > 2. 90000E+0.1-4 l/Cm3 
1 .. >4 .36 100E+015 l/Cm3 • 
2: >8 .4~200E+015 l/Cm3 
0000 3 • > 1 .25030E+01S 
l/Cm3 
• 
4 • > 1 .65740E+016 l/Cm3 • 
S: >2 • 0S450E+0l6 l/Cm3 
00000000 
6 • >2 47 1S0E+01S l/Cm3 • • 
7 • >2.87870E+01S l/Cm3 .
8 • > 3 . ~-8580E+01 S l/Cm3 • 
001 009 
9 • >3 .69290E+01S l/Cm3 .
0000 
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ma·ooed . lS NSLJB Parameter C l /Cm3 ) . 
> I 
~ 
•• 
u 
0 
-c::, 
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Table A-2: Wafer B2 Substrate Doping Data and Statistics (NSU.B) 
Frint Stored Hep Datl!I 
---------------------
. . . 
Wefer ID 1s TJK 1 S 82 
u~er NeMe 1e Phill 6olciMen 
Dete end TiMe= 3:38 PH Nov 14,1985 
Act1ve Hodel ie HFSFICE-MOS 
Fe r e Me t e r Me p p e d 1 !I NS U 8 ( 1 / C M 3 ) 
----------------------------~~----~-----~-~--
I X pos1tion Y position Volue I I I 
-------------------~~------------------------
0 0 Not set 
0 l Not eet 
0 2 1.00000E+013 
0 3 2.04370E+015 
0 4 Not eet 
0 5 Not set 
1 0 Not set 
1 1 3.07383E+015 
1 2 Not set 
l 3 Not set 
1 4 2.14929E+015 
1 5 Not eet 
., 0 5.40163E+015 .... 
2 1 1. 04597E+0I 4 
? 2 2.19926E+015 ... 
2 3 2.73484E+015 
2 4 Not Bet 
2 5 2.96110£+015 
3 0 B.58870E+015 
3 1 2. 79409E+015 
·;3 2 l.99707E+015 
3 3 Not &et 
3 4 2.711BBE+015 
3 5 2 .12907E+015 
4 0 5.54192E+0l~ 
4 1 6.32756E+015 
4 2 Not set 
4 3 Not &et 
4 4 Not set 
4 5 Not eet 
5 0 Not ·set 
5 1 l.01063E+016 
5 £. 4.40343E+015 
5 3 3.46803E+015 
5 4 4.21696E+015 
5 5 4.28820E-+015 
6 0 Not eet 
6 1 , 1. 70512E+016 
6 2 Not &et 
6 3 6. 02572E+015 
6 4 3.32647E+016 
6 5 Not set 
7 0 Not eet 
7 l Not eet 
7 2 Not eet 
7 3 l.00002E+013 
7 4 Not set 
7 5 Not ,et· 
~afer 10 i~ TJ~'S 82 
u~er NaMe 15 Ph1ll GoldMon 
Date and TiMe= 3:39 PM Nov 14,1985 
ParaMeter Mapped is NSUB (l/CM3) 
Sleti,ticel Date for Current Map 
--------------------------------
Meon 
Stande~d Deviation 
Value of pera~eter 
K1niMUM deta value 
at location (0, 2) 
MaxiMuM date val.ue 
at lo~at1on (6, 4} 
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• S.14461E+015 
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• 5.14461E+015 +/- l.9565SE+01S 
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• 3.32647E+016 
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lC.02 
14,1985 
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~= >9 .90000E+012 1 ..-"'Cm3 
1 • >3 4089 1E+015 l/Cm3 . • 
2 I >S.80?92E+0-15 1,..."Cm3 
3 • > 1 02069E+018 l/Cm3 • • 
4 • > 1 3·S059E+01 S l/Cm3 . • 
St > 1 .. 7 005 0E+0 1 6 l/Cm3 
s : >2 • 04040E+01S l/Cm3 
7 : > 2. 3.8030E+01 S l/Cm3 
B • > 2. 72020E+018 l/Cm3 • 
9 • > 3 • 0S010E+01S 1 ,,"Cm3 • 
C 1 /_,Cm 3 ) 
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Table A-3: Wafer B7 Threshold Voltage Data and Statistics (VTO) 
Frint Stored Map Dete 
---------------------
Wafer 10 15 TJK'S £7 
User Ne~e 1s Phill 6o1dMen 
Date end l1Me= 3=51 FM Nov 14;1985 
Active Model is HFSPICE~MOS 
Fer~Meter Mapped 15 VTb <Volt) 
---------------------------------------------
I X po!1t 1.o·n y pos1t1on Value l 
---------~----~-~----------------------------
0 0 Not sei 
0 1 Not set 
0 2 Not set 
0 3 -1.0261E+000 
0 4 Not set 
0 5 Not tie t 
1 0 Not set 
1 1 -1 . 0087E +000 
1 2 -9.6880E-001 
l ~ -9.5831E-001 
1 4 -9.4556E-001 
l 5 Not set 
2 e Not set 
2 1 Not 5et 
2 2 -9.6323E-001 
2 3 -9.5766E-001 
-2 4 -9.3213E-001 
2 5 -9.5549E-001 
3 0 Not 5et 
3 1 -l.0076E+00e 
3 2 -2.0417E+000 
3 3 -1. 0048E+000 
3 4 -l.0009E+000 
3 ·s Not e et 
4 0 -1.3771E+00~ 
4 l -l .0561E+00~ 
4 2 Not 5Ct 
4 3 -l.0130E+000 
4 4 -1.1783£+000 
4 5 Not set 
5 e -1 . 26 l 9E +00~ 
5 1 -1.1071E+00C 
5 2 -l.1526E+00r 
5 3 -1. 040SE+000 
5 4 Not set 
s 5 Not eet 
6 0 Not set 
6 1 -l.1614E+00~ 
6 2 -1. 1010E+000 
6 3 -l.0528E+000 
6 4 -l.0362E+000 
6 5 Not eet 
7 0 Not eet 
7 1 Not e~t 
7 2 -l.426SE+00~ 
7 3 -l.0508E+00e 
7 4 Not eet 
7 5 Not eet 
Wafer ID i~ TJK'S 87 
U~er NeMe 1~ Fhill GoldMan 
Dete end T1Me= 3=50 PM No~ 14,1985 
Pare~eter Happed 1~ VTO <Volt) 
Statiet.1cal Oete for Current M~p 
--------~--~------------~-------
P1een 
Stenderd Deviation 
Value of pareMet~r 
• -l.I032E+000 
• 2 .• 25404E-001 
• -l.1032E+000 +/- 6.37673E~0~2 
Min1M~M date value • -2.1417E+000 
at loc~t1on (3, 2> 
H~~iMuM d~te value • -9.3213E-~01 
at loc·et1on (2, 4) 
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TECAP Ver lC.02 
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WAFER MAP 
Date and Ti 
W a.-F er Na.rne: 
User Na.me: 
Type: 
me : 3 : 
TJK'S 
Ph i 1 1 
PMOS 
9997 
TECAP 
48 PM 
E7 
Goldman 
No -v 
89999888 
785 
9887 
Parameter maooed lS VTO· 
lC.02 
14,1985 
Bl an k is unmeasured 
0: >-2. 1000E+000 Vo 1 t 
1 s > -1 .: 9 B 00E+000 Vol t 
2 • > - 1 .BS00E+000 Vo 1 t • 
3: > - 1 .?400E+000 Vo 1 t 
4 • > - 1 . S200E+000 Vol t • 
5 : > - 1 .5000E+000 Vo 1 t 
6 : > - 1 .3800E+000 Vo 1 t 
7 : >-1 .2S00E+000 Vo lt 
8 • > - 1 1400E+000 Vo 1 t • • 
9: > ,...;.. 1 .0200E+000 Vol t 
CVolt) 
> I 
0) 
•• 
-3. 
:::,-
'"1 
~ 
rn 
:::,-
0 
-0... 
< 
0 
....... 
Table A-4: Wafer B2 Thres·hold Voltage_ Data and Statistics (VTO) 
Print Stored Mep Dale 
------~-----~--------
Wafer ID 15 TJK'S 82 
U!ter NeMe 1~ Phill 6oldMen 
Dete and T1Me: 3:AS PM Nov 14,1985 
Acllve Hodel is HPSPICE-MOS 
FeraMeter Mapped ie VTO <Volt> 
-----------------------~---------------------
Y po&it1on Value :· 
--~---~-~------------------------------------
0 0 Not ! et 
0· 1 Not eet 
0 2 -l.l087E+000 
0 3 -1.0662E+000 
0 4 Not !et 
0 5 Not eet 
1 0 Not set 
1 1 -l.0759E+000 
l 2 Not set 
l 3 Not &et 
1 4 -1.0534E+000 
1 5 Not set 
2 0 -1. 1439E +000 
2 l -l.0760E+000 
2 2 -l.0287E+000 
2 3 -l.0475E+000 
2 4 Not &et 
2 5 -1.0795E+000 
3 0 -l.2087E+000 
3 1 -1.0414E+000 
3 2 -1.025BE+000 
3 3 Not set 
3 4 -l.0669E+000 
3 5 -1.0672E+000 
4 0 -l.6250E+000 
4 1 -I.089IE+000 
4 2 Not eet 
4 3 Not set 
4 4 Not set 
4 5 Not set 
5 0 Not ~et 
5 1 -l.2128E+000 
5 2 -J.1063E+000 
5 3 -1 . l 038E +000 
s 4 -l.1132E+000 
5 s -1. l 738E+000 
6 0 Not set 
6 1 -l.2078E+000 
6 2 Not eet 
6 3 -l.2451E+000 
6 4 -l.2903E+000 
6 s Not ~et 
7 0 Not eet 
7 1 Not !et 
7 2 Not eet 
7 3 -l.9327E+000 
7 4 Not eet 
7 5 Not aet 
Wafer IO 1e TJK'S 82 
u~er NeMe i& Phill GoldM~n 
Date and TiMe= 3:45 PM Nov 14,1985 
PereMeter Mapped is VTO (Volt) 
Statistical Dede. for Current Map 
--------------------------------
Hean 
~tendard Oev1at1on 
V~lue of para~eter 
M1n1Mu~ deta value 
at location (7, 3i 
MexjMu~ data value 
at location (3, 2) 
56-
• -1. 1676E+000 
• 2.02060£-001 
~ -1.1676E+000 +/- S.7163IE-~02 
• -l.9327E+000 
., -1. 0258E +000 
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5 • > -1 5000E+0~0 Vo • • 
6 • > -t 4000E+000 Vo • • 
7· • > -1 3000E+000 Vo • • 
a • > -1 2000E+000 Vo • • 
9 • > -1 1000E+000 -Vo • • 
-C'./o l t) 
1 t 
1 t 
lt > I 
00 
1 t •• 
1 t 
1 t 
1 t 
lt 
1 t 
1 t 
Table A-5: Wafer B7 Bulk Mobility Data and Statistics (UO) 
) 
Pr1nt Stored M~p Dete 
-------------~---~---
Wafer IO 15 lJK'S 87 
U!er NeMe l! Phill Gold~an 
Dete and T1ri,e: 3:54 PM Ndv 14,19Q5 
hctive Model i! HPSFICE-MOS 
ParaMeter Mapped i5 UO (Cri,2/U.S> 
-------------------~----~~---------------~--~ 
: X po&ition Y po!S1tion Value I 
--~----------------------~-----~ ---- -
0 0 Not- !et 
0 l Not !Set 
0 2 Not !Set 
0 3 4.08614E+002 
0 4 Not !SC t 
0 5 Not 5et 
.l 0 Not set 
l 1 4.21298E+002 
1 2 4.34238E+002 
l 3 4.3936SE+002 
l 4 4.41613E+002 
l 5 Not set 
2 0 Not !SC t 
2 l Not 5et 
2 2 4.45406E+002 
2 3 4.46918E+002 
2 4 4.53898E+002 
2 5 4.32993E+002 
3 0 Not set 
3 l 4.35249E+002 
3 2 l.89080E+002 
3 3 4.3453IE+002 
3 4 4.39957E+002 
3 5 Not eet 
4 0 5.28021E+002 
4 1 4.20328E+002 
4 2 Not !et 
4 3 4. 33929E-+002 
4 4 3.97774E+002 
4 S" Not eet 
5 0 3.61165E+002 
5 1 3.98305E+002 
5 2 3.98060E+002 
5 3 4.26154E+002 
5 4 Not eet 
5 5 Not 5et 
6 0 Not eet 
6 l 3.76719E+002 
6 2 4.06579E+002 
6 3 4 .18280E+002 
6 4 4.32403E+002 
6 5 Not eet 
7 0 Not eet 
7 l Not eet 
7 2 3.13BSBE+002 
7 3 ,.12494E+002 
7 4 Not eet 
7 5 Not ee t 
Uafer IO .15 TJK'S 87 
U&er NeMe 2~ Fhill GoldMen 
Dede and T1f"\e= 3:56 FM Nov 14,19.85 
FereMeter Mepped l! UO <CM21V.S> 
Stet15t1cel Date for Current Map 
--------------------------------
Meein • 4.l2660E+002 
Stendard Oev1at1on • 5.78441E+001 
Value of paral'leter - 4.12860E+002 
Min1MuM date value - 1.89080E+002 
at locetion ( 3' 2 ) 
t1ax1Mul"i date value • 5. 2 8021 E +002 
et location ( 4 I 0) 
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+!- 1. 63642E+001 
TECRP Ver "1 C. 02 
Map· Data Distribution 
l. 40000[+001 r.===========·=· ·=========================i 
+'· 
[ 
]. 
0 
u 
N (SJ 
(SJ 
+ 
w 
(SJ 
(SJ 
CS) 
CS) 
en 
• 
-
LJO CCm2/V.S) 
Mean - 4. 128S0E+002 Cm2/V.S 
Standard Deviation= 5.?8441E+001 
Bar width~ 3.50000E+001 Cm2/V.S 
Wa~er ID - TJK'S B? 
N 
ts.l 
(SJ 
+ 
w 
(S.) 
(S.) 
(SJ 
(SJ 
(T) 
• 
lt1 
> I (0 
••• 
~ p, . 
. (b' 
""1 
t:cl 
-I 
t:cl 
C: 
-~ 
~ 
0 
er 
-· .....
rt 
~ 
0 
..... 
CfJ 
rt 
""1 . 
-· er 
C: 
~ 
-· 0 
::s 
.--.. 
C 
0 
~ 
WAFER MAP 
Date and T 1 
Wa-Fer Na.me: 
User Name: 
Type: 
n, a : ·3 : 
TJK--s 
Ph 1 1 1 
PMOS 
???6 
TECFlP 
52 PM 
B7 
Gold.man 
6?????66 
??0 663 
?665 
Parameter maooed. LJ·O . lS 
lC.02 
14.1985 
Blank 1s unmeasur~d 
0: > 1 • 80000E+002 Cm2/V.S 
1 • >2 15000E+002 Cm·2/V.S .. • 
2: >2 .50000E+002 Cm2/V.S 
3 • >2.8S000E+002 Cm2/V.S .
4 • >3.20000E+002 Cm2/V.S • 
s : >3 .SS000E+002 Cm.2 /V. S 
6 • >3. 90000E+002 Cm2-/V. s • 
7 : >4 . 25000E+002 Cm2/V.S 
8 •· >4 .60000E+002 Cm2/V.S . 
9 • >-4 95000E+002 Cm2/V. s • • 
CCm2/V.S) 
• 
> 
' f,-1 
0 
• • 
~ 
~ 
-,. 
(t)" 
"'1 
t:c1 
-.1 
~ 
C: 
-:,:-
--~ 
0 
c:r 
~-· 
-
-· t!:."'f'-
~ 
-~ 
-~ 
"O 
..--. 
e 
0 
'-" 
I 
·' 
-· 
Ta-ble A-6: Wafer B2 Bulk Mobility Data and Statistics (UO) 
Print Stored Map Oete 
Wafer ID i& TJK'S 82 
I.Jeer Nel'le 1 e Phi 11 Go l dl'U!°ri 
Date end 11Me: 3:31 PM Nov 14,1985 
Active Model !$ HPSPICE-MOS 
Fere~etcr Mapped ie UO (CM2/V.S> 
-- ... ----------------~---------------------------------
: X po&it1on Y poe1 t1on Ve l ue I 
--~----------------------------~~------------
0 0 Not set 
0 l Not set 
0 2 2.90341E+002 
0 3 2.71099E+002 
0 4 Not !et 
0 s Not eet 
1 0 Not eet 
1 1 2. 741 l6E+002 
'l 2 Not eet 
l 3 Not eet 
1 4 2.76836E+002 
1 5 Not eet 
2 0 2.61033E+002 
2 1 3.00049E+002 
2 2 2.88276E+002 
2 3 2.76225E+002 
2 4 Not aet 
2 5 2.82259E+002 
3 0 2.57815E+002 
3 l 2.B3016E+002 
3 2 2.BS366E+002 
3 3 Not set 
3 4 2.87149E+002 
3 5 2.80656E+002 
4 0 2.47706E+002 
4 l 2.87779E+002 
4 2 Not 5et 
4 3 Not set 
4 4 Not ~et 
4 5 Not eet 
5 0 Not 5et 
5 l 2.67500E+002 
s 2 2.83002E+002 
5 3 2.81524E+002 
s 4 2.86797E+002 
5 s 2.75053E+002 
6 0 Not set 
6 1 2.22509E+002 
6 -; Not eet 
"' 
6 3 2.,0092E+002 
6 4 2.34404E+002 
6 s Not eet 
7 0 Not eet 
7 l Not eet 
7 2 Not &et 
7 3 l.39569E+002 
7 4 Not aet 
7 5 Not 1et 
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• 
Wefer ID ie TJK'S B2 
u~c~ NaMe is Ph1ll GoldMen 
Oete end T1Me: 3:31 PM Nov 14,1985 
FareMeter Mapped 11! UO <CM2/V.S) 
Siet1etical Dete for Current Map 
--------------------------------
,, 
Heen • 2.67207E+002 
Stendard Oevi~tion 
Value of pere.Mete.r 
• 3.26661E+001 
• 2.67207E+002 +;- 9.2412SE+000 
MiniMu~ .date value • 1~39569E+002 
~t location (7, 3) 
Maxi~uM det~ value • 3.00049E+002 
et location <2, 1) 
TECAP Ver 
I • 6.0000E +001 r-'-'-'-", 
-tJ· 
[ 
J 
0 
-U 
lC.02 
----~----~~ 
Map 
.---------,---·-· -- . - -------- --
----- -
-
Oat a Distribution 
-==-==--=-...:..=- ·- =n 
0.00000E+000L=---_ _:=---_-__ _1.. _-__ -_ .-.. --~--=-~---==. =_ :::_:=::: __ ::::::~=----=---------=-------------1· _:·- :.:..:..::.-:.~ -:-·.:·_ ----=' .---------- ---~-
• 
-
LJO C C m 2 // \/ . S ) 
Mean 1:2 2.67207E+002 Cm2/V.S 
Standard Deviation~ 3.26661E+001 
Bar· width~ 1.80000E+0~1 Cm2/V.S 
Wa~er ID~ TJK'S B2 -• ("f') 
> I 
.... 
.... 
•• 
~ 
0 
C; 
..... 
-
-· 
O') 
·~·· 
WAFER MAP -1-E CAP 
No"' 
1--·) I , : 
( 
--: 
Par ame t·e r maooed uo 
. 
lS 
1 c.: .• 0 2 
14 1985 
'· 
Blank is unmeasured 
0: > 1 • 3·0000E+0.02 Cm2/V.S 
1 E > 1 • 480@0E+002 Cm2/V.S 
2 • ) 1 .S6000E+002 Cm2/V.S • 
3 • > i .84000E+002 Cm2/V. s • 
4 • >2 .02000E+002 Cm2/\/. s • 
5 • > 2 • 20000E+002 Cm2/V . s • 
s • >2 3 8 000E+0.02 Cm2 ,..-v. s • • 
7 • >2 5S000E+002 Cm2./V. S • • 
8 • >2 74000E+002 Cm2/V.S • • 
9 .: > 2 • 92000E+002 Cm2/V. s 
~· 
0 
r:r 
........ 
-
-· 
r 
Table A-7: Wafer B7 Channel Narrowing Data and Statistics .(WD) 
Frint Stored Map D~\e 
Wafer 10 is TJK'S 87 
U~er Ner,e 1 e Phi 11 601 dl"lan 
Date end lil'le: 4: 4 PM Nov 14,1965 
Active Hodel 1, HPSPICE-MOS 
Ferar,eter Mapped 1, WO (Meter) 
. ' . . . 
---------------------------------------------
I 
'X po~it1on y po,1tion Value I I 
-----------------------~---------------------
0 0 Not set 
0 1 .Not eet 
0 2 8.27443E-006 
0 3 8.2B141E-006 
0 4 Not ,et 
0 5 Not e et 
l 0 Not eet 
1 l 8.25268E-006 
l 2 8.17716E-006 
1 3 8.22408£-006 
1 4 8.21849£-006 
1 5 Not ~et 
2 0 B.28874E-006 
2 l Not ,et 
2 2 8.1532SE-006 
2 3 8.15888£-006 
2 4 B.10701E-006 
2 5 8.1806SE-006 
3 0 8.33451E-006 
3 l 8.l9754E-006 
3 2 8.18133E-006 
3 3 Not 5et 
3 4 8.23912E-006 
3 s 8.21089E-006 
4 0 8.48315E-006 
4 1 8.2ll61E-006 
4 2 8.21961E-006 
4 3 9.12941E-006 
4 4 8.21566E-006 
4 5 8.21059E-006 
s 0 8.48339E-006 
5 l 8.31589E-006 
s 2 8.27824E-006 
5 3 8.27202E-006 
5 4 8.29372E-006 
5 5 8.45251E-006 
6 0 Not ~et 
6 l 8.42883£-006 
6 2 Not :, et 
6 3 8.32612E-006 
6 4 Not eet 
6 5 Not eet 
7 0 Not eet 
7 l Not eet 
7 2 8.66S2BE-006 
7 3 8.31791E-006 
7 - . . - ... • Not eet 
7 5 Not eet 
Wafer IO i& TJX'S 87 
u~er Nel"le 1s Ph1Jl 6oldMan 
Dete and T1~e: 4: 7 PM· Nov 14~1985 
P~ra~eter Mapped 1, WO (Meter) 
Steti!licel D~ta for Current Map 
--------------------------------
Heen 
Standard De~iat1on 
Value of perer,eter 
• B.30585E-006 
• J. 90301E-007 
• 8.3058SE-006 +/- 5.3B364E-008 
MiHiMuM data vaJue • 8.J0701E-006 
at locetion <2, 4) 
Max1MuM data velue • 9.12941E-006 
.at locat .ion {4, 3 > 
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TE CAP Ve r 1 .C • 0 2 
+> 
[ 
J 
0 
u 
lD 
(S) 
(S) 
I 
w (S) 
(S) 
(S) 
(S) 
CS) 
• 
ND (Meter) 
Mean - 8.30585E-008 Meter 
Standard Deviation - 1.90301E-007 
Bar width - 2.00000E-007 Meter 
Wafer ID - TJK'S 87 
In 
CS) 
IS) 
I 
.W 
IS) 
m 
CS) 
CS) 
ts) 
• 
-
•• 
~ 
~· 
~· 
""1 
~ 
--l 
0 
::r-
~ 
:, 
::.1 
.~ 
-
~ 
~ 
""1 
""1 
0 
~ 
-· :::, 
O'Q 
0 
-· en 
t::+ 
""1 
-· 0-
C: 
~ 
-· 0 
:, 
.-. 
~ 
t, 
..__.,, 
.. 
WAFER MAP TEC::AP lC:. 02 
D at. e and Ti me • 4 • 2 PM No 'V" 1 4 1 985 • . .. 
' Wa.-Fe ,.... Na.me • TJK ,,, s B? • 
Use r Na.me • Ph 1 1 1 Go 1 dman • 
Type • PMOS • 
..... Bl ank is LAnme as LA red 
0: >B.00000E-006 Meter 
1 • >8.20000E-006 Meter .
2: >8.40000E-006 Meter 
1 0 1 1 1 3: >8.S0000E-006 Meter 4: >8.80000E-006 Met e·.r 
5: >9.00000E-006 Meter 
1 1 0 S 1 1 1 6: >9.20000E-006 Meter 7 : >9.40000E-006 Meter 8 : >9.S0000E-006 Meter 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
9 : >9.80000E-006 Meter 
0 1 1 2 
1 1 2 2 
Par ame te r maooed lS HD (Meter )· 
> I 
~ 
~ 
•• 
-
-· 
,_ 
.. 
Appendix B 
C-V Station Program Ver 1.2 User's 
' 
Manual 
Updated: August 29, 1985 
B.l Introduction To C-V Version 1.2 
This manual covers the operation and theory behind the updated C-V 
measurement procedure involving the HP85 computer and the MSI Electronics 
Programmable C-V ·meter. The program was written to allow the most 
common options used in these measurements to be the default while allowing 
menu driven selection of changes in these defaults. 
The program provides the fallowing features: 
• Default parameters sufficient for many pu_rposes. 
• Menu-oriented parameter selection using the function keys. 
• Audible feedback when the probe meets the device under test. This· 
may help avoid damage caus.ed by excessive pressure of probe on the 
device surf ace. 
• Voltage limits are strictly set by the user to avoid the ugly proble.m 
of destroying samples with excess voltage. 
• Up anq Back voltage sweeps are· implem·ented to check direction-
serisitive devices. 
• Bias / Temperature Stress is also implemented. 
• Voltage range may be asymmetric. 
• Data can be_ saved on tape for later calculation or comparison with-
new data. Th·e Data Cartridge need not be left in the drive after 
start-up. 
Part One of this manual is intended for the casual user who wishes to 
68 
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-·.. -·. - . '.. --~... . - . '-· ~. 
make a "fast measurement" without learning even the few details this program 
involves. Part Two is a _more detailed and complete documentation of the 
procedures involved. Part Three explains the mathematics behind the 
calculations. The final section contains a complete program listing . 
•••• NOTE: DO NOT CHANGE THE C-V PROGRAM WITHOUT 
BACKING IT UP!!!!! THERE ARE NO OTHER COPIES 
OTHER THAN ON THE TAPE "C-V DEVELOPMENT" **** 
Release Information: 
---~-----~--_ ...... ____ _ 
Date 
8408.17 
8411.29 
8608.29 
Number 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
Fix (es) 
Initial Code 
Fix errors in math, add 
print option 
BTS Fix, Manual recover 
in. Cfb 
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B.2 Quickee User's Guide 
This is a quick guide for using the C-V program. For a more detaile·d 
guide, see Part Two of the C-V manual. 
The ste_ps for execution are as follows: 
_Locate the tape labelled "C-V Development" an·d place it in the tape slot 
of the HP85 and turn on the computer and the M.SI Programmable C-V Meter. 
Press the RESET button on the Meter. 
The computer will then take several minutes to ]oad the necessary routines 
to do the measurements. When the system is done it will ask you to press 
<Kl> to do measurements. You may remove the program cartridge from t..he 
slot now if you w-ish. 
Press <Kl>- to continue the program. Next, select what you w·ish to do; 
in the case of a new sample, press MEASURE. 
The default selections will appear "in menu form on the screen. If these 
are acceptable, press Measure aga.in and the analysis will begin~ 
Probe the device on the stand and press <-Kl> when you are satisfied 
with the contact. The uncompensated capacitance measurement will be 
displayed during the probing ti-me. 
When t-he measurement is finished, press ANALYZE. to do the calculations 
on the current data. Again, the default parameters are displayed and can be 
editted. Press GO .to plot and calculate the data, press PRINT to print -out 
the Voltage/Capacitance d~ta. 
70 
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B.3 Detailed Operation Guide 
This , C-V program was written to be as largely self-explanatory as 
_possible, so this section of the manual wilJ largely be a complete application 
example. The steps here .are true of most of the measurements. 
First, all of the hardware must be turned on and initialized. To do this , 
insert the tape labelled "C-V DEVELOPMENT" into the tape slot and turn on 
the HP8.5. While the program is loading into memory, turn on the MSJ 
Electronics C-V Meter, th·e Temperature Controller, and. the small gray vacuum 
pump behind th~ probe box. Be sure the pump is connected to the probe box. 
Press RESET on the C-V meter, then press COOL on the temperature 
controlJer. The equ-ipment is now ready for use. 
When first powered up the computer screen will show 
C-V STATION 
MEASUREMENT 
Ver 1.2 
Revised 08/2~/86 
Please wait . .. 
Then the s'creen will blank while the necessary routines are loaded from 
tape to the internal program memory. When the :loading is complete., the screen 
will show 
Select Function 
(Kl) C-V Measurement 
_______ . _______________________ ......, __ _ 
EXIT 
C-V 
At this point the tape is no longer necessary, and it may be removed 
from the tape slot, and you may insert your own tape to save the data which 
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you gather. Press <Kl> to continue with the measurement. (NOTE: The other 
function keys are reserved for future use.) 
After pressing <Kl> and a few seconds pass, the screen will read 
C-V STATION 
MEASUREMENT 
Select Function with 
<kl> thru <k3) 
Exit with <k8) 
- - -· - - :-- - - - - -- - - -·-- ~ - - - - - - ---- - - -- - - -
ANALYZE EXIT 
MEASURE FILER 
In this example we will measure a sample one sweep, save the data, then 
go on and analyze it. Different measurements will follow the same pattern, 
with changes being made at the user menus. 
this:· 
First, press <Kl> to go on to the measurement menu, which appears like 
CURRENT PARAMTER SETTINGS 
Channel Type 
Sweep Direction 
Measurement Type 
Upper Voltage 
Lower Voltage 
Ramp Rate (mV/s) 
P.robe Type 
N-chan(P-Sub) 
+ to -
One Sweep 
10 volts 
-10 volts 
1000 
Al 
(kl> to <k7> to set, 
<kB> to measure. 
-----------------------------------
LOWER-V RAMP RT PROBE 
Measure SWEEP M-TYPE 
C-TYPE 
UPPER-V 
The parameters shown above are the default parameters set by the 
program at power-·up, and may be sufficient for you to make a measurement. 
If you are willing to use them, simply press the Measure function key to make 
the test. Here though, we wish to make some changes. First, our device is on 
an N-type substrate, which means it is a P-channel device~ Press <K8> to 
72 
toggle the chan_ge in channel. Next, we wish to sweep from -5 volts to +5 
volts.. Pressing function keys <K5> and <K4> prompt us for the lower and 
upper voltages, which then appear in the menu·. After our changes the menu 
appears as 
CURRENT PARAMTER SETTINGS 
Channel Type 
Sweep Direction 
Measurement Type 
Upper Voltage 
Lower Voltage 
Ramp Rate (mV/s) 
Probe Type 
P-chan{N-Suh) 
+ to -
One Sweep 
6 volts 
-6 volts 
1000 
Al 
<kl) to <k7> to set, 
(kB> to measure. 
----------------------·----------
LOWER-V RAMP RT PROBE 
Measure SWEEP M-TYPE 
C-TYPE 
UPPER-V 
Now that we have the menu set for our measurements we press <K 1 > to 
make the test. After· pressing the key the computer will ask if you. really want 
to make this measurement. If "N" the system will return to the top menu in 
the C- V system. If "Y"·, the computer will instruct you to probe the device. 
Place your sample in the probe box and place the probes on the device u.nder 
test. When contact is made the computer will BEEP to tell you that you are 
in contact. During the probing the system will display the uncompensated 
capacitance read from the probes. After you are satisfied with the probe 
contact, press <Kl> and the measurement will be made. 
During the measurement you should not interrupt the com-puter or bump 
the probe box. The. measurements are time-sensitive in some cases and the 
probes most definitely are motion sensitive. While the measurement. is being 
made a rough plot of the incoming data is displayed on the computer screen. 
This is a good indication of the quality of the data you have received. If it is 
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not satisfactory, allow the computer to re-measure the sample with the sarne 
measurement parameters. NOTE: This will destroy the first set of data. 
After measurement the data may be saved and/or analyzed. Jn this 
example, we will do both, first save it, then perform the calculations. 
From the main menu now we press <K3> for FILER. This routine's only 
purpose is to transfer data between the tape and the program's internal data 
structure. The menu appears as 
DATA FILER (ON TAPE) 
(All work done w.r.t~ data 
in memory and on tape) 
(1) Load from tape 
<2> Save to tape 
(3) Tape Catalog 
(4) End Filing 
~------------------------------
LOAD STORE CATALOG END 
We press <K2> for the Save operation. We will save the data under th:e 
name EXAMP for now. This will take quite a bit of time if you are used to 
the floppy disk systems on other computers, but it's the best this system _has. 
We can check to see if the file is saved with <K3>, a tape c~talog. Our data 
is now saved. Next, we analyze the data. Ptess <K4> to end the FILER. 
routine, and press <K2>, for ANALYZE data. 
A startup menu for the analysis section will appear on the screen, like this 
C-·V CALCULATIONS 
Device Diameter is 1 mm. 
Device Area is .7864 mm"'2 
Curve# for calc is 1 
Curve# for stres~ is 2 
Type of calculation is One Sweep 
---------------------------------
TYPE 
GO 
PRINT 
AREA 
74 
CURVE# DIAM 
MENU STRESS# 
The default parameters shown a.re for the most commonly measured 
structure, the one millimeter dot on the surface in a one sweep calculation. 
Since this is exactly what we measured in EXAMP we will not change any 
parameters . If you had a different device, y·ou could enter either the new 
. 
' diameter or the new area and the other parameter would be .adjusted 
automatically for the calculation. The device type, i.e. N- or P- channel, is 
carried along with the measured or i,stored data and need not be entered·. Press 
<K6>- to print out the data actually rneasured, or <Kl> to plot the data and 
analyze it. The order does not matter. Following is th~ sample output from 
our test measurement. 
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B.4 Sample Outputs 
B.4.1 Plot and Results 
CAPAC I TAt~C:E - PF 
I 
(JI 
ro 
I 
•, 
"--
' 
~-
-
-·J 
rn 
' 
~~ 
' ~ ... 
:n 
:::! 
·-U 
rn 
0 
c, 
r· 
-f ----·,_· ~ 
' 
\ 3 
' • 
-
if.I ~ 
I .i• 
·, 
z 
-
·-
' 
·1 00 
-
I 
I I 
' I ' 
U1 
EXftMF· FOR ~1-A t~UfiL 
Co}~ - Q -r - PF 
- -· b c: . ( 
·:< 0 '. - ~.-,. 4 A {' .. ,
-
C. ( 
t~sub +9.307E+014 ...... - C rfl ., ... - .,:,, 
-1: f b - 6tt6.44 PF 
-
Vfb - -.71 \10} t S 
-
,t-~ f - +1.374E+011 cmA2 
-
lJ t •.• - -1 -::-A4 \lO} 1 S 
- -· ~ -
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B.4.2 Printout of Actual Data 
-------
-4.800 
-4.600 
-4.400 
-4.200 
-4.000 
-3.800 
-3.600 
-3.400 
-3.200 
-3.000 
-2.800 
-2.600 
-2.400 
-2.200 
-2.000 
-1 . 800 
-1 . 600 
-1 . 400 
-1.200 
-1.000 
-.800 
-.600 
-.400 
-.200 
+0.000 
+.200 
+.400 
+.600 
+.800 
+ 1 . 000 
,,.+1.200 
+ 1 . 400 
+ 1 . 600 
+ 1 . 800 
+2.000 
+ ·:, ?00 
- . -
+2.400 
+2.600 
+2.800 
-+3.000 
+3.200 
+3.400 
+3.600 
+3.800 
+4.000 
+4.200 
+4 .·400 
+4.600 
-+4.800 
-· ~~ ~-·0·00 
, 
CaPac i t a,-.ce 
__ ... ___ __._.._, _ _. 
95.80,=,F 
95. 70F·F 
95.70PF 
95.60PF 
95.60r=-F 
95.30PF 
95.00PF 
94.90PF 
94.50PF 
94.10PF 
93.40PF 
92.30PF 
.91.00FF 
91.20PF 
93.00PF 
9.8. 00PF 
106.40PF 
120.40PF 
155.30PF 
298.70PF 
531. 50PF 
696.30PF 
784.60PF 
B36.2:0PF 
869.20PF 
89~.30PF 
908.00,=,F 
919.80PF 
927. 40PF 
935.40PF 
939.70PF 
I 
943.~0PF 
948.30PF 
951. 00'* ---, 
953.00PF · 
955.10PF 
957. 1 ~3PF 
958.80PF 
960.90PF 
961. 10PF 
961. 60PF 
962.30PF 
963.20PF 
964.40PF 
965.60PF 
966.00PF 
967.10PF 
967.80PF 
:968.70PF 
. -~67 ~ .80PF .. ----- . ·--. 
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B.5 Equations Used in C-V 
The equations on this page were used in the calculation of the sample 
parameters in the analyze section of the program. Given are the theoretical 
expression and how it appears in the program line. [ 3] 
C
0
x~ maximum (oxide) capacitance 
2640 C (C6, 62) 
{ { .d2 
0 61 
X 
ox C 
ox 
2660 x1=607100000•KO•Dl•Dl/C{C6,62) 
4¢1 C . .,min 2 N == ( . ) 
.,ub q£ £ . A 
0 .,, 
where 
N kT aub 
4> -±--In ( . ) -.==p-type, +==n-type f q -N 
0 
2680-2760 Uses the Secant rul~ 
(modified Newtqn-Raphson) to find 
the solution. [2] 
where 
and 
c.,fb_. 
V2kT£ .{ . 
0 61 
A~---
Vq2N 
aub 
V fb is found by interpolation. 
2800-2820 L8=A 
CQ=Csfb 
C8=Cfb 
2860-2890 F=Vfb 
• 
,1 
78. 
.. 
• 
.. 
where 
2Q20 Ql=C {C6, 62) /1E12/(A/100) /1. 6~-lQ•ABS ( .. 6-F4-F) 
AQb 
Vth == Vfb +(2¢ /- c ) 
. ox 
where 
l l .. A 
0 .!t Q -±qN -==n. -typ_ e, +==p-typ·_ e 
· b-· .·_ aub C 
N -· 
ox 
2Q60-2Q80 V4=F+(2•F4-A/100•Q2/(C(C6,62)•1E-12) 
1.2e-6x C oz x ldVfbl 
m d2 
2680 12.E-6•C{C6,62)•ABS{F2-F3)/Dl/Dl 
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B.6 Program Listings 
~g ~fR ff**c!a*it~tfo~*~fR~!*tl 
·30 REM** UREMEHT PROGRAM ** 
40 REM** ** 
50 REM** LEHIGH U. 1984 ** 
60 REM** AT FAIRCHILD LABS ** 
70 REM** BY ** 
8b REM** P. GOLDMAH ** 
9~ REM************************ 100 OPTION BASE 0 
110 DIM BC3,52),B2(3,50) 
120 CON C<3,52),VC3,50),S0 
130 V0=-10@ V1=10@ R=1000@ C0 
=0@ P0=0@ D0=0@ T0=300 
140 0=1@ T1=0 
1S0 81=10 . 
160 V4$=•(none) 0 
170 CLEAR@ GCLEAR 
180 OISP • C-U STATION• 
190 DISP" •;HGL$(•"EASURE 
MEHT") 
200 OISP@ DISP@ DISP • Sel 
ect Function wi1h" 
210 DISP • <kl> thru <k3>~ 
220 DISP a Exi1 ~ith (k8) 8 
230 OH KEY• 1,"MEASURE• GOTO 320 
240 OH KEY# 6,.AHALYZE• GOTO 330 
250 OM KEYi 2 GOTO 330 
260 OH KEY• 3,•fILER• GOTO 360 
270 ON KEY• 4 GOTO 340 
280 OH KEY• s#•EXJT• GOTO 340 
-290 OFF KEYi S@ OFF KEYi 7 
"300 KEY LABEL 310 GOTO 230 
320 GOTO 890 330 GOTO 1930 
340 CLEAR@ NASS STORAGE IS •:r• 
350 OISP@ DISP • Pro9ram ru 
n complete.•@ PAUSE 
~60 RE"*********************** 370 REN** FILER SEGNEHT ** 
380 REN~********************** 390 NASS STORAGE IS •:1• 
400 ALPHA 1@ CLEAR 
410 DISP • •;HGL$(MDATA FILER (OH TAPE)•) 
420 OISP • (All work done w.r. 
· t. data•@ DISP • in memo 
rY and on taPe)N@ DISP 
430 DISP M(l> Load ~roM tape• 
440 DISP ·<2> Save ·to tape• 
450 DISP ·<3> Tape Catalo9• 
460 DISP •<4> End iilin9• 
470 OH KEY• t,•LOAD• GOTO 570 
480 OH KEYi 2,•sroRE· GOTO 690 
490 OH KEY• 3~·cATRLOG• GOTO 790 
500 OH KEY• 4,uEHD• GOTO 670 
S10 OH KEY• S,•• GOTO 470 
520 OH KEYi 6,•• GOTO 470 
530 OFF KEY• 5@ OFF KEYi 7 
540 KEV LABEL 
SS0 GOTO 470 
560 REN-----------------------
570 CLEAR@ DISP HGL$(•Loadin~ D 
ata .. ") @ DISP 
580 DISP NWhat TAPE iile to load 
II@ INPUT F$ 
S90 ASSIGHI 1 TO F$ 
600 READI 1 1 V0,V1 
610 REAOI 1 ; C0 
620 REAOI 1 , C<,> 
€30 READI 1 ; V(1) 
640 ASSIGN# 1 TO l 
€50 CLEAR@ GOTO 360 
660 REN-----------------------
670 NASS STORAGE IS u.EDH@ GOTO 
170 
680 REN-----------------------
690 CLEAR@ OISP HGL$(•Savin~ da 
ta .. •) 
700 DISP@ DISP •what data file• 
@ INPUT F$ 
710 CREATE F$151018 
720 ASSIGH• 1 TO F$ 730 PRIHTI l ; V01V1 740 PRINTI 1; C0 
750 PRIHTI 1; C(1) 
760 PRINTI 1; V(#) 
770 ASSIGN• 1 TO* 
780 GOTO 360 
790 CLEAR@ CAT ·=T" 
800 DISP@ DISP ·Press <END LINE 
> to 90 on• 
810 INPUT A$ 
820 GOTO 360 
830 REN-----------------------
840 REN~********************** 
850 REN** MEASURENEHT SEG ** 
860 REN*********************** 870 REN 
880 DIN P$[8l,0$[183,T$[27l,C$C4 
0] 
890 P$=·AiuMMerc• 
900 0$=•+ TO -- TO+ • 
910 TS=·One SweePUP & BackB - T 
- S" 
920 C$=·H-chan(P-Sub)P-chan(H-Su 
b)Unknown lYPe 11 
930 L0$=· M 
940 ALPHA 1@ CLEAR@ GCLEAR 
950 DISP • ";HGL$(MCURREHT PARNE 
TER SETTINGS•) 
960 DISP@ GOTO 1040 
970 ALPHA 3,1@ DISP ·channel TY 
Pe •;C$[C0*13+1,C0t13+1 
31@ RETURN 
980 ALPHA 4J1@ DISP •sweep Dire 
ct ion •;D$CD0*6+1,D0*6+6l 
@ RETURN 
990 ALPHA 511@ DISP •Measureaen 
t TYPe •;TSCT1*9+1,T1*9+9l 
@ RETURN 
(', 
• 
1000 ALPHA 9,1@ DISP •Probe TYP 
e •;PSCP0*4+1,P0i4+4 
l@ RETURH 
1010 ALPHA 8,1@ DISP •RaMP Rate 
(aU/s) •;R@ RETURH 
1020 ALPHA 7,1@ DISP •Lower Vol 
ta9e •;U0;• volts•@ RE 
TURN 
1030 ALPHA 6,1@ DISP •LJpper Vol 
ta9e •;Vl;• volts•@ RE 
TURH 
!040 GOSUB 970@ GOSUB 980@ GOS 
UB 990@ GOSUB 1030@ GOSUB 
1020@ GOSUB 1010@ GOSUB 
1000 
1050 ALPHA 11,1@ DISP" <kl 
> 10 <k7> to set,•@ DISP • 
<k8> to measure.•@ 
DISP 
1060 REM---------------------
1078 OH KEY• a,·c-TVPE· GOSUB 11 
80 
1080 OH KEYi 2,•swEEP" GOSUB 119 
0 
1090 OH KEYi 3,•N-TVPE• GOSUB 12 
00 
1100 OH KEYi 4,•UPPER-v• GOSUB 1 
210 
1110 OH KEYi 5,•LOWER-Va GOSUB 1 
230 
1120 OH KEYi 6,.RANP RT• GOSUB 1 
270 
-1130 OH KEYi 7,•PROBE• GOSUB 129 
0 
· 1140 OH KEYi !,•Measure• GOTO 13 
10 
1150 KEV LABEL 
1160 GOTO 1870 
1170 REN~~~----------------
1180 C0=(C0+1> NOD 3@ GOSUB 970 
@ RETURN 
1190 D0=C00+1) NOD 3@ GOSUB 980 
@ RETURN 
1200 T1=CT1+1) MOD 3@ GOSUB 990 
@ RETURH 
1210 ALPHA 11,1@ OISP@ DISP@ 
fiL.PHA 11,1@ OISP •what UPP 
er volta9e•@ lHPUT Ul 
·1220 &OSUB 1030@ GOTO 1050 
1230 ALPHA 11,1@ DISP@ DISP@ 
·ALPHA 11.,1.@ DlSP •what low 
-er vol ta9e• @ IHPUT V0 
1248 .GOSUB 1020 ~ GOTO 1050 
'1258 RETURH 
1269 ALPHA 8~19@ DISP LB$@ IHP 
UT V0@ ALPHA 8,1@ GOSUB ~0 
20@ RETURN 
1278 .ftLPHA.~l~J@ .DISP@ DISP@ 
ALPHA .11~1@ DISP •what raa 
· P Y-ate• @ INPUT R 
1280 GOSUB 1010@ GOTO 1050 
1290 ALPHA 6,1@ P0=CP0+1) NOD 2 
@ GOSUB 1000@ RETURH 
1300 REN----------------------
1310 REN*** NEASURE IT HERE 
1320 CLEAR 
1330 DISP MPress <ENDLIHE> to 90 
•@ DISP •on, anYthin9 else 
and <EHDLIHE> "@ DISP •to 
abort." 
1340 INPUT AS@ IF AS<>•• THEH 17 
0 
1350 IF P0=0 THEH 50=.8 ELSE S0= 
2.S 
1360 OH T1+1 GOTO 1370,1440,1550 
1370 REN*** SIHGLE SWEEP**** 
1380 P=0 
1390 IF C0=00 THEN L=l ELSE L=0 
1400 H=l 
1410 GOSUB 1840 
1420 GOTO 1870 
1430 RE"----------------------
1440 REN UP and back 
1450 P=0 
1460 IF C0=00 THEN L=t ELSE L=0 
1470 N=1@ GOSUB 1840 
1480 D0=HOT 00 
1490 L=0 
1500 H=2@ GOSUB 1840 
"1510 D0=HOT D0 
1520 BEEP 
1530 GOTO 1870 
1540 REN -·---------------------
1550 _ REN bias teaP stress 
1560 P=0 
1570 CLEAR@ DISP •Heasurin9 Vir 
'9in curve .. 
1580 IF C0=D0 THEH L=1 ELSE L=0 
1590 H=1 
1600 GOSUB 1840 
1610 DISP uPositive bias stressa 
1620 CLEAR@ DISP •what stress v 
olta9e?•@ DISP ·<Default 1 
s !•;Bt;•) •@ IHPUT B1 
1630 IF 81=0 THEH 81=B0 ELSE B0= 
B1 
1640 DISP ·cset teaP, Press <Kl) 
>· 
1650 ON KEYi 1 GOTO 1660@ GOTO 
1650 
1660 OUTPUT 714 ;•as •;-Bl@ GOS 
UB 1730 ! cycle 
1670 L=0 
1680 N=2@ GOSUB 1840 
1690 D1SP •He9ative Bias stress• 
1700 H=3@ OUTPUT 714 ;•as u;-Bt 
@ &OSUB 1730@ GOSUB 1840 
1710 GOTO 1870 
1720 RE"---------~-----------
~730 RE" teaperature cycle 
81 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1620 
\ 
ALPHA 10,8 
TUS•) @ OISP HGL$(~STA 
OUTPUT 714 ;•re· 
OUTPUT 714 ;"TS" 
ENTER 714; A$ 
ALPHA 11,8@ DISP A$ 
IF AS<>UPC$(A$) THEH DISP • 
SET CONTROLLER IH RENOTEM@ 
GOTO 1750 
IF A$()•LOW • THEN 1760 
OISP 8 Heatin9 cYcle done .. • 
WAIT 50@ RETURN 
1830 REN----------------------
1840 REN*** NEASURE IT**~ ~ 
1850 IF 00=0 THEN CALL ·Ac1cv· < 
Vl1U0,R,N,L1P > ELSE CALL 
•Ac~cv• < V0,V11R1H,L,P)@ 
RETURN 
1860 RETURN 
1870 CLEAR@ OISP • Do You w 
ant 10• @ DISP • ; repeat a 
measurement•@ INPUT A$ 
1880 IF ASC1,1]=•v• TH£H GOTO 94 
·1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
0 ELSE GOTO 170 
REN********************** REN** "ATH SECTION, ** REN~* FIHDS PARANS ** 
REN*******~************** DIN T6SC27.l 
T6$=·0ne SweePUP & BackB -
T - s• 
1950 K0=.3J8@ K1=1.036E-12@ H0 
·==14000000000 
1960 ·T0=J00 
1970 S=<U1-V0)/50 
1980 CLEAR@ GCLEAR 
1990 R=PI*(D/2)A2@ C5=1@ C6=2 
@ T9=0 
2000 REN-----------------~---
2010 ALPHA 1@ CLEAR@ ALPHA 2,2 
@ DISP. •;HGLS<·c-v C 
ALCULATIOHS·> 
2028 DISP 
2030 ALPHA 4,1@ DISP •Device Di 
aaeter is •;o;M •m.• 
2040 INAGE ·Device Area is M,MDD 
.DODD~" sam,-.2• 
2050 ALPHA 5,1@ DISP USING 2040 
; A 
2060 ALPHA 6,1@ DISP •curvel fo 
r calc is •;cs 
2ij70 ALPHA 7,1@ DISP •curve• fo 
r s1ress calc is •;c6 
2080 ALPHA 8,1@ DISP •Type of c 
alculation is ·.T6SC1+T9*9, 
T9t9+9l@ DISP 
2098 REN----------------------
2100 OH KEYi a~·DIAN• GOTO 2210 
2118 OH KEYi 2,.RREA• GOTO 2230 
2128 OH KEYi 7~·CURUEt• GOTO 224 
--- - -- 8 -· -- .... - --- -. 
2130 OH KEYi 4,.STRESSt• GOTO 22 
70 
2140 OH KEYi 5,uTYPE• GOTO 2300 
2150 OH KEV• 1,•Goa GOTO 2310 
2160 ON KEYi 3,.NEHU• GOTO 170 
2178 OH KEY• 6,.PRIHT• GOTO 3050 
2180 KEY LABEL 
2190 GOTO 2100 
2200 REN----------------------
2210 ALPHA 10,3@ DISP •New Devi 
ce diameter•;@ INPUT D 
2220 GOTO 1990 
2230 ALPHA 10,3@ DISP •what new 
area•;@ IHPUT A@ GOTO 2010 
2240 ALPHA 10,3@ DISP •what new 
curve••;@ IHPUT CS 
2250 IF C5)3 OR CS<t THEN BEEP@ GOTO 2240 
2260 GOTO 2010 
2270 ALPHA 10,3@ DISP •what new 
stress curve••;@ IHPUT C6 
2280 IF C6>3 OR C6<1 THEN BEEP@ GOTO 2270 
2290 GOTO 2010 
2300 T9=(T9+1) MOD 3@ GOTO 2010 
2310 CLEAR@ DISP •Ti~le for Pri 
ntouts•;@ IHPUT V4S 
2320 REN---------~-----------
2330 P1=(V1-V0)/7@ P2=C(C5,52)/ 
7 
2340 GCLEAR 
2350 SCALE V0-P1,U1+P1,-P2,1.14J 
~CCC5,52) 
2360 FOR 1=0 TO 10@ NOVE V0,I*P 
2,10i7@ DRAW V1,llP2,t0l7 
@ NEXT I 
2370 FOR I=0 TO 10@ NOVE I*Pl/1 
0l7+V0,0@ DRAW I*P1/10*7+V 
0,C(CS,52)@ NEXT I 
2380 NOVE V0+P1,CCCS,52)@ LABEL 
V4$ 
2390 MOVE V0,-P2@ LABEL• BIAS 
- VOLTS• 
2400 NOVE ve-Pt/3,0@ LDIR 90@ 
LABEL ·CAPACITANCE - PF•@ 
LDIR 0 
2410 NOVE V0,-P2/2@ LABEL VAL$( 
V0) 
2420 NOVE 0,-P2/2@ LABEL •0• 
2430 NOVE V1,-P2/2@ LABEL VAL$( 
\11) 
2440 NOVE V0-P1,CCC5,52)@ LABEL 
VALS(C(CS,52>> 
2450 PEHUP 
2460 FOR I=l TO 50 
2470 PLOT V(C5,J).,C(C5,l) 
2480 HEXT I 
2490 PEHUP 
2500 IF T9=0 THEH 2540 
.2518 IF T9=1 THEN 2530 
82 
t, 
2520 FOR 1=1 TO 50@ PLOT V<C5,I 
),CCC6,I)@ HEXT I@ GOTO 2 
540 
2530 FOR 1=1 TO 50@ PLOT V<C5,5 
1-I>~C<C6,I>@ HEXT I 
2540 COPY@ REM---------------
2550 OH T9+1 GOTO 2570,2580,2600 
2560 DISP ·ERROR 19•@ BEEP@ PA 
USE 
2570 GOSUB 26S0@ GOTO 2010 
2580 GOSUB 2650@ F3=F@ C7=CS@ 
C5=C6@ GOSUB 2650@ C5=C7 
@ F2=F 
2590 IF T9=1 THEH GOTO 2010 ELSE 
RETURN 
2600 GOSUB 2580@ PRIHT •dVfB = 
•;F2-F3;• vol1s• 
2610 H8=1200000iC<C5,52)iABS(F2-
F3)/01/D1 
2620 IMAGE •Ha - •,D.ODDE,• ca 
""2· 
2630 PRIHT USIHG 2620; H8 
2640 GOTO 2010 
2650 REN-----~-----~-------
2660 PRINT@ PRINT@ PRINT V4$ 
2670 PRIHT@ PRINT •cox = •;C<C 
S,52);• pf• 
2680 Dl=D/25.4@ Al=(SQR(A/Pl)/2 
5.4)A2*PI 
2690 X1=507100000lK0*01*01/C(CS, 
52) 
2700-PRIHT •xox = •;IHTCX1);• A 
.. 
2710 B=T0i2.081E27@ C=<C<CS,51> 
~~~0000000000l/A~100)A2 
2720 N1=1.E21@ H2=1.E28 
2730-F1=Hl-B~CiLOG(Hl/H0> 
2740 "F2=H2-BiciLOG<H2/H0> 
·2750 IF ABS<F2><=.0001 THEN 2790 
.2760 H3=H2-F2%(H2-H1)/(F2-F1> 
·2779 H1=H2@ N2=H3 
2780 GOTO 2730 
2790 REN I H2 IS Hsub 
2800 INAGE •Hsub = •,SD.DODE,• c 
... A-3• 
2810 PRIHT USING 2800; H2 
.2828 F4=1.38E-23lT0/1.6E-19lLOG< 
H2/H0)@ ! F4 IS PHI SUB F 
2830 Lti=S0R<2~1-38E-23*T0lKl/(l. 
6E-19 ..... 2*H2)) 
2840 C9=SQRC2>*AlK1/100/L8@ C8= 
CCC5,52>*C9/(C(CS,52)+C9) 
.2850 C8=C8ll.E12 
2860 -PRINT USING 2870; CS 
'2878 l"AGE •cfb = ·~DODD.DD,• P 
F• 
2880 FOR 1=1 ·To 49 
2898 IF C(CS~I>)C8 AHO cccs~I+l) 
<CS THEN 2920 
·_29001F cccs~1><ce AHO cccs~1+1> 
>CB THEN 2920 
83 
2910 
2920 
2930 
2940 
2950 
?ec--0 
... .,b 
2970 
2980 
2990 
3000 
3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 
3050 
3060 
3070 
3080 
3090 
'3100 
3110 
3120 
NEXT I@ PRINT •Ho OCCUREHC 
E OF Cfb IH ARRAY .. •@ DISP 
•Press COHT.•@ PAUSE@ GO 
TO 3110 
F=V<CS~I>+<V<C5,I+t)-V(C5,I 
))lCC8-C(CS,I))/(C(C5,I+l)-
CCCS,I)) 
PRINT USING 2940; F 
INAGE •vfb = •,SOD.DO,• vo 
1 ts" 
Q1=C(C5,52)/1.E12/(A/l00)/1 
.6E-19*A8S(-.6-F4-F) 
PRINT USIHG 2970; Qt 
INAGE ·Hf = •,so_ODDE,· C 
...... 2• 
Q2=1.6E-19lH2lKl*(A/100)/C(· 
CS,52*.000000000001) 
IF C0=1 THEH F4=-F4 
IF C0=0 THEN Q2=-Q2 
V4=F+(2lF4-A/100iQ2/(C(CS,S 
2>*.000000000001)) 
PRINT USIHG 3030; V4 
INAGE •vth = •1SOD.DDD,• v 
olts• 
RETURN 
CS=aN-chan(P-Sub)P-chan(H-S 
ub)Unknown TYP@ •@PRINT@ 
PRINT 
INAGE • •,SOD.DOD,• • 
10000.DD,•pF• 
PRINT •Name:•@ PRIHT V4$@ 
PRIHT •channel tYPe is: •; 
C$[C0*13+1,C0l13+13l 
PRINT@ PRIHT • Uolta9e 
Capacitance•@ PRINT• 
------
_________ ._._. 
FOR 1=1 TO 50@ PRINT USIHG 
3060, VCC5,l),C(C5,I)@ H 
EXT I 
GOTO 2010 
ALPHA 1@ CLEAR@ DISP HGLS 
(•Manual Recovery•) 
DISP aEnter the correct par 
ms• 
3130 ALPHA 6,1@ DISP •cmin 
= •;C(C5,51);• PF· 
3140 ALPHA 7,1@ OISP •cox 
= •;CCCS,52);~ pf• 
3150'0H KEYi t,•Gou GOTO 2670 
3160 OH KEYi 2,•Cain• GOTO 3220 
3170 OH KEYi 3,•cox• GOTO 3230 
3180 OH KEYi 81•Nenu• GOTO 2008 
3190 OFF KEYi 4@ OFF KEYi S@ 0 
FF KEYi 6@ OFF KEYi 7 
3200 KEY LABEL 
3210 GOTO 31S0 
3228 ALPHA 10~3@ DISP •what new 
Cain (pF)•@ INPUT C<C5,51 
>@ GOTO 3110 
32~0 ALPHA 10~3@ DISP •Mhat new 
Cox (PF)•@ IHPUT CCCS~S2) 
@ GOTO 3110 
~/----
Appendix C 
TECAP2 Prober Control Update Manual -
RK68I - for TECAP IC.00 
A Summary of Support for the RK68IA Prober 
To incorporate a new probe station under TECAP2 you, the end user may 
-~-~ 
replace the existing module PROBE_DRIVER in LIB4.CODE with your own 
version of this module tailored to you·r specific probe station. On·e function and 
four subroutines from this module are called directly by TECAP2. Any other 
routines needed for operation may be included and need not be EXPORTed to 
TECAP. The routines needed are: 
fu-nction P _. ST A TUS_ CHECK (bit_ number: integer): boolean; 
procedure P_UPCHUCK; 
procedure P_DOWNCHUCK; 
procedure .P_ ORIG( xvar, yvar: real); 
procedure P_MOVE_RELATIVE(xvar, yvar: real); 
These routines are generally very simple to write, but the interface to 
TECAP2 must take into a·ccount the fact that the only prober TECAP can 
handle is the Rucker and Kolls 1032. If your prober can act like the 1032 in 
its remote operation mode, then the routines are simple. 
This document is a general description of what the prober driver routines 
are supposed to do and how the 1032 expects to be handled. Also please note 
that the textfile and codefile versions of PROBE DRIVER for the RK681 are 
included on this disk as well as a stream file which will link a version of 
TECAP containing the new probe driver. This is an adaptation of the 
LINK ANY stream file supplied with the standard release. This document is 
in file RK681 DOC.TEXT on the same disk, volume label DAT68I: 
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C.1 Routines Needed To Add An Unsupported Prober To 
TECAP 
The routines needed for the operation of a prober are: 
FUNCTION P_STATUS_CHECK(BIT_.NUMBER: INTEGER):BOOLEAN; 
This function returns the condition of the prober to TECAP. It is only 
called with the argu.m·ent '3'. Normally this routine carries out a serial poll of 
the prober to determine the status. Bit 3 of the serial response is used to 
det.ermine whether the ST ART button on the prober had been pressed. The 
program simply waits for the value of the function to become true. If you have 
such .a button, ·or have one you wish to use .for this function, arrange for this 
routine to return the value FALSE until that button is pressed. The routine 
need not be a serial poll. If you wish to use the keyboard for input, then 
simply make t.his routine return TRlJE always and use the PA USE function 
from T UT]L wherever you need it. This is called in the commands C12, 
Cl3, and Cl4. 
PROCEDURE P_. UPCHUCK; 
This is a simple command; it instructs the prober to make contact \\rith 
the wafer under test-. The name UPCHUCK may be a bit confusing at first 
until you realize that the 1032 brought the chuck up to the probes, not the. 
probes· down to the chuck. Be careful how you use· this one. It is also called in 
C12, CI3, and Cl4. 
P.ROCEDURE P_DOWNCHUCK; 
By the same logic as above, the DOWNCHUCK routine instructs the 
prober to move the wafer away from the probes :(or the _probes away from the 
wafer). This routine is nice to have if your prober is not smart enough to 
break contact before movin.g, but is never called explicitly from TECAP. 
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PROCEDURE P_ORIG( XVAR, YV AR: REAL); 
This routine does a bit more. It is used to define the home position to 
the prober. The values which come in through the arguments are the location 
(in microns) from the current location where the home location is to be set. 
TECAP realJy doesn't use the home reference since all of its moves are relative 
to the current probe position instead of a home position, but this routine 
provides a good opportunity to make sure the wafer is where it should be. 
Control of the prober can be released to the front panel here to allow for 
placement and alignment. Depending on how your prober chooses to use the 
home location, you may w.ant to set it here. 
PROCEDUR.E P_. MOVE__ RELATIVE(XVAR, YV AR: REAL); 
Finally, the routine that does the most work. This routine moves the 
chuck in the x and y directions relative to the CURRENT PROBE LOCATION 
according to the arguments xvar and yvar. The arguments are in microns, so 
your procedure must convert them to centimeters, inches, steps, or whatever 
your prober needs. Convert them accurately, because any error will add up 
because of the relative move~ 
You will probably want to add a library of routines to format the 
commands you need for the system. As far as error handling goes, if you set 
the HPIB timeout before each bus use, the TECAP program will trap the ·bus 
errors and print out a message. 
On this disk is a version of PROBE DRIVER which will control the RK 
681 prober (note its simplicity), and a stream file to install it. This is 
compiled under Pascal 2.0 and assumes that the TECAP libraries are on 
DATCP: and the finished program goes into TECAP:. 
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,• 
C.2 Prober Driver Routines for the RK681 Prober 
{*************************************************************• 
• MODULE PROBE DRIVER TO ADD SUPPORT FOR • 
• RUCKER AND KOLLS 680 SERIES PROBER - WRITTEN FOR 681A * 
• Phillip M. Goldman, Lehigh University, March lQ86 * 
The following file is the necessary routines for adding 
drivers for the Rucker and Kolls 680 series probers to 
TECAP2 Ver lC.00. This file replaces the module PROBE_DRIVER 
already supplied as part of LIB4.C0DE in the lC.00 release. 
It does not need to become part of the user module, however, 
it may be compiled with the user module. This is written and 
tested under Pascal 2.0. 
See the file RK681_DOC. TEXT on DATes·1: for more detail. } 
MODULE PROBE_DRIVER; 
$SEARCH 'DATCP: LIB2' , '•INTERFACE. ' , '•LIBRARY. '$ 
IMPORT 
iodeclarations, 
general.;._1, 
general_2, 
hpib_l, 
hpib_2, 
dgl_lib, 
tecap_data_base, 
tecap_utility; 
EXPORT 
function p_status_check(bit_number: integer):bo6lean; 
procedure p_upchuck; 
procedure p_downchuck; 
procedure p_orig(xval, yval: real); 
procedµre p __ move_relative (xval, yval: real); 
{ ---. - . . ----~----- .. --------- .------ - .-----} -- -------------~---. -- :-------- -- ------- · . 
IMPLEMENT 
{ These first six routines are for the use of this module. 
They are -never called directly from TECAP2 } 
procedure p_68l_eend_command( command: etring_3); 
{ This procedure sends the alphabetic command contained 
in 'command' to the prober at HPIB=7, RK 1032 ADD=7. 
etring_3 is defined in the TECAP data base as type 
string[3] } 
begin 
set_timeout(hpib, 2.6); 
listen{hpib, rk_1032_add); 
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.... 
talk(hpib, my_address(rk_l032_add)); 
{send the first character} 
writechar{hpib, command[l]); 
{send the second if non-blank} 
if command[2] <> ' 'then 
writechar(hpib, command[2]); 
end· ,
procedure p_68l_send_number(intnum : _integer); 
{This sends a number to the prober in HPIB format. 
begin 
end· . . ,
set timeout(hpib, 2.6); 
listen(hpib, rk_1032_add); 
talk (hpib, my _address (rk_l032_.add)); 
writeword(hpib, intnum); ·.· 
procedure p_68l_move_distance(x, y: integer); 
} 
{ This routine sends the command to move the chuck to 
( ' 
the point,s given by x, y with res-pect to the currently 
set home -position. The x and y values sent to the prober 
are negative to agree with the direction definiticns 
of the 681 prober.} 
b.egin 
end; 
p _ 68 l_s end_ command ( 'M 
p_68l_send_number(-x); 
p_68l_send_number(-y); 
procedure p_681_set_new_home; 
, ) . 
. ' 
{ This routine tells the printer to define the current 
location as the home location. All moves made are with 
respect to the current home position defined in this way. } 
begin 
p_68l_send command('SH '); 
end; 
procedure p 681 local; 
- -. { This command enables the front panel controls of the prober 
to allow the chuck to be moved} 
begin 
set_timeout(hpib, 2.6); 
local(hpib•100+rk __ 1032_add); 
end; 
procedure p_681_remote; 
1' { This command re-asserts the computer control of the. 
prober via the bus} 
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begin 
set_timeout(hpib, 2.6); 
remote{hpib~lOO+rk_1032_add); 
end; 
{ ·---. --------
-----------
ROUTINES THAT GO TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD============} 
function p_status_check(bit_number: integer):boolean; 
·{ Returns the 'status' of the prober. For the RK1032 this 
is used to find out if the user pressed the START butto-n. 
Since the 681 doesn't have one, waiting £or it would be 
useless. In the places necessary, a keyboard 
PAUSE in included} 
begin 
p_status ch~ck := true; 
end; 
procedure p_upchuck; 
{ Commands the prober to make contact with the waf·er. 
In the RK1032 the chuck rises to meet the probes, 
but the 681 probes move to meet the wafer, so the obvious 
meanings of UPCHUCK and DOWNCHUCK a.re reversed. Pay it no 
attention. } 
begin 
p_681 send command { 'D '); 
end; 
procedure p_do:wnchuck; 
{ Commands the prober to come off of the wafer} 
begin 
p_681 send command('U 
end•· 
·. , 
') ; 
procedure p_orig(xval, yval: real); 
{ Allows the current position of the wafer tb be defined. 
This is called in command Cl2) Define Position. The 1032 
would allow TECAP to command it to move to~the defined home 
position via the xval, yve.l parameters, but the 681 isn't th.at 
smart. This allows the current location to be known. Since 
TECAP calculates all of the next moves relative to the current 
position, only the current position need be set in the prober.} 
begin 
write1n(output, 
'----- Place the probes on the position just specified. ----'); 
writeln(output, 
, 
p_68l_local; 
pause; 
p_68l_set_new_home; 
Use the prober front p~nel contr~ls ,); 
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• 
/ 
' 
end;-
\ ' 
procedure p_move_relative(xval, yval: real); 
{ This routine moves the probes xval, yval microns from 
the current position. The current position is defined 
here for surety and the divide by lO's in the move is 
to take care of the different step sizes of the 1032 
and 681. All moves are calculated by TECAP with respect 
to the current position and the 681 moves with respect 
to the home location, home is redefined before the.move} 
begin 
p_681_remote; 
p_downchuck; 
p 681 set new home; 
- - - -p_681_move_distance( trunc(xval/10), trunc(yval/10)); 
end; 
end {MODULE PROBE DRIVER for RK681 prober}. 
C.3 File for Linking Prober to System 
• TECAP2 MODULE LINK lC.00 
* 
for RK681 support 
I 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* Any of the f ollowin·g modules may be deleted in the object code.* 
* * 
TECAP CV 
TECAP 4146 
-TECAP MEASURE 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
capacitance measurement 
HP 4146 drivers 
measurement module 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
TECAP CV MOD 
- -
TECAP HPMOS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
capacitance models (PN-CAP & MOS-CAP) 
hpspice mosfet model 
-
* X TECAP MATRIX 
* 
PRBDRV02 
* 
TECAP PROBER 
-
* 
TECAP HP BJT 
- -
* 
TECAP DIODE 
-
* 
TECAP SIMULATE 
-
* 
TECAP OPTIMIZER 
-
* X T USER 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
connection matrix 
prober interface for 681 
prober sequence 
hpspice bipolar model 
hpspice diode model 
simulator 
optimizer 
user defined commands 
• Each module may be deleted by deleting the 't' character 
* on the next line after the module name. Modules with 'X' 
• not included yet. 
... 
frTECAP:TECAP2.CODE 
q 
lhQ7 
oTECAP:TECAP2 
iDATCP:LIBl 
a 
iDATCP:LIB2 
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are 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
a 
iDATCP:LIB3 
mTECAP CHECK 
t 
mTECAP CV 
t 
mTECAP 4146 
t 
mTECAP MEASURE 
t 
mTECAP SETUP 
t 
mTECAP CV MOD 
t 
mTECAP HP MOS 
t 
iDATCP:LIB4 
mTECAP MATRIX 
iDAT681:PROBE 681 
m.PROBE DRIVER 
t 
iDATCP:LIB4 
mTECAP PROBER 
t 
iDATCP:T USER 
mUSER MODULE 
iDATCP:MAIN 
mTECAP HP BJT 
t 
mTECAP DIODE 
t 
mTECAP SIMULATE 
t 
mTECAP OPTIMIZER 
t 
mTECAP CONTROL 
t 
mTECAP 
t 
kq 
\ 
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Appendix D 
User Module Code 
This appendix contains the complete listings for the user module extension 
to TECAP which allow the mapping of wafer parameters (all of the commands 
in the A menu of TECAP2J. 
SLINES 66S 
SREF 46$ 
{PRINT DATE: 8611.12} 
{******************** TECAP 2 USER'S MODULE*****•************** 
This module contains the user code to automate the full 
wafer surfac~ gathering of data, plotting the distribution of 
that data, and saving and retrieving it. It was written as part 
of the Master's Thesis of Phillip Mark Goldman; MS EE Jan '86, 
Lehigh University. 
Each procedure is commented rather thoroughly and should be 
self-documenting. More background on the justification and 
results obatined by this routine may be found in the main body 
of the Thesis document. The models (3, 14, and .. 16) at the end 
have not been modified by the author in any way. 
The author would like to thank Mr. Ebrahim Khalily and all 
those at Hewlett-Packard who made this work pos~ible through 
·donations of softwar~, equipment, expertise,· patience, and 
understanding. 
-Phillip M. Goldman 
***************************************************************} 
module user_module; 
{ ****** Thesis Mod. Version 1c.02 Date: 11-12-85 ****** } 
{ ****** User Mod. Version: IC.01 Date: 4-10-84 ****** } { ****** IMR Version: lC.00 Date: 3-07-84 •***** } 
{ •***** IMR Version: lB.00 Date: 7-28-83 ***••* } 
{ ****** Prototype Version: lA.00 Date: 6-03-83 ****** } 
Ssearch 'DATCP:LIB2', 'DATCP:LIB3', '•INTERFACE. 'S 
import 
{ Loads some of the more ueef ul li·braries provided with TECAP } 
tecap_data_base 
, tecap_utility 
, tecap_plot 
, tecap_4146 
, tecap_4141 
, tecap_cv 
, tecap_measure 
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export 
, tecap_check 
, hpib_2 
, iodeclarations 
' dgl_lib; 
{ Tell the world what in this program segment} • 1S 
const 
map_x_size - 30; 
map_y_size 30; 
type inenu;__array = array[0 .. 14] of string[20]; 
{-------MAP DATA TYPES-------------} 
{ 
{ 
points to dat,a for map in the heap - dynamic} 
map_ptr = ~m~p_data; 
data structure for the 
. . 
- .data 
- .setflg 
map_. data record 
map itself: 
contains the n.umbers 
whether the data is valid } 
data:array[O .. map_x_size, O .. map_y_size] of 
real; 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedur.e 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
en. d.· 
' 
setflg:array [O .. map~_size,O .. map_y_size] 
of boolean; 
user_init (var m : menu_array) .; 
aO; 
al; 
a2; 
e.3; 
a4·; 
e.6 •. 
' a6; 
a7; 
a8; 
aQ; 
alO; 
all; 
al2; 
al3; 
al4; 
model_three(var p : par_type; 
: array8; • var vpin 
• • var 1.p1n : array8; 
• var qpin : array8; 
var gmat : array88; 
var xmat : array88; 
var nod : arraynn; 
var lim : integer8; 
var corner,termal : real; 
infoflag,initflag,dflag,acflag, 
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areaflag: boolean); 
procedure model fourteen (var p : par_type; 
var vpin: array8; 
var ipin : array8; 
var qpin: array8; 
var gmat: array88; 
var xmat: array88; 
var nod : arraynn; 
var lim : integer8; 
var corner,termal : real; 
infoflag,initflag,dflag, 
acflag, areaflag : boolean);. 
procedure model fifteen (var p : par_type; 
• var vpin: arrays; 
var ipin: array8; 
• var qpin : arre.y8; 
arre.y88; 
: array88; 
var gmat: 
var xmat 
var nod : arraynn; 
var 
var 
lim : integerB; 
corner,termal : real; 
.infoflag,initflag,dfla~, 
acfle.g,areaflag: boolean); 
impleme.nt 
const 
var 
v er ' 1 C • 02 ' ; 
boltz, charge, ctok, ~psO, epssil, epsox, pi, ref_temp, 
nom_temp, ref_vt, ref_:eg, ref ni: real; 
{ has space been set aside?} 
map_allocated: boolean; 
{ points to data (if any) in memory} 
map_array: map_ptr; 
{ how big is the map?} 
map_x_actue.l, map_y_actual: integer; 
{ what are we mapping?} 
map_par_num: integer; 
function intnum(i: integer): s.triD:g_80; 
{ --------------------------------------------------------
Generates the string representation of an integer 
number. There is no decimal point, and the string 
is of arbitrary length. 
---------------------------------------~----------------} 
var 
ix: integer; 
s: string_80; 
begin .1 
strwri te (s ~· 1, ix, i) ; 
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intnum := strltrim(s); 
end(• intnum •); 
function realnum(r: real; n, m: integer): string_80; {----------------------------------------------------------
Makes a string representation of a real number, 
formatted like the FORTRAN Fn.m style. If a number 
cannot fit in that format, the default Pascal 
style is used. 
---------------------~------------------------------------} 
var 
ix: integer; 
s: string_80; 
begin 
if (abs (r) < ten_ to (n - m)) and (abs (r) >· - ten_to (n - m)) 
then 
strwrite(s, 1, ix, r: n: m) 
else 
str~rite(s, 1, ix, r); 
realnum :- strltrim(s); 
end(* realnum •); 
function map mean(datarray: map data; nx, nt: integer): re~l; 
- ' ' - . . {-----------------------------~--------------------------~-
Calculate the mean of data in the map. This procedure 
ignores the extra zeroes stored in data locations not 
yet explicitly set by the user. 
--~---------------------------------------------------~-~-} 
var 
. ix, iy, cqtint~ integer; 
sum: real; 
begin 
sum .. := O; 
count:= O; 
for ix := 0 to nx. do 
for iy := 0 tony do 
if datarray. setflg[ix, iy] 
then {the data has been set} 
begin 
sum :'"'."'" sum + datarray. data[ix, iy]; 
count :=count+ l; 
end (* then •); 
map_mean :=sum/ count; 
end(• function map_mean •); 
function map_standard_deviation(datarray: map_data; nx, ny: 
integer): real; 
{. -- -------- -·--·--- ---· - .;... ~ - -·-- --~·--- --~ - - ~ - - - -- - --.-·-- - ~ -- ~·- - - -·-- ... -- --· ---
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• 
. 
Calculates the standard deviation of the data in the map, 
also ignoring the unused data in the array. 
---------------------------------~------------------------------} 
var 
. . . t . t 1x, iy, coun ·: in eger; 
s_squared, x_squared, sum __ x: real; 
begin 
x_squared := O; 
sum_x := O.; 
count := O; 
for ix := 0 to nx do 
for iy := 0 tony do 
if datarray. setflg[ixJ iy] then 
begin {the data h~s been set here} 
count:= count+ 1; 
x_squared := x_squared + sqr(date.rray. 
data [ix, iy]); 
sum_x := sum_x+datarray.data[ix,iy]; 
end (•then•); 
i:f count) 1 
then 
else 
s_squared := (count•x_squared-sqr(sum_x)) 
/count/(count-1) 
s_squared := 0.0; 
map_standard_deviation := sqrt(s_squared); 
end (• function map_standQ.rd_deviation •); 
function round_down(x: real): real; {--------------------~---~---------------------------
Rounds down the d•ta; see full definition below. 
- - -· - - - -- - ~ - - - - - -: ~ - - - - - ._ .-1 ~ ~ -·- - - - ~-- - - - - - - .,_, .-. -- -.. ..... - - - - - -- - } 
. ._..r-
forward; 
f~nction round_up(x: real): real; {------------------------------------------------------~-~-------
Returns the number x rounded upward to two significant 
digits. 
-------------------------------------------------------~--------~} 
var 
m~nt, expn, sign: real; 
begin 
if x < 0 then 
round_up 
else 
··-. . - - round_do~n(-x) 
if X) 0 
then { then the number isn't zero} 
begin 
expn := trunc{loglO{x)); 
mant 1= x / ten_to(expn - l); 
mant i= t~unc(mant + 1) / 10.0; 
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round_up := mant • ten_to(expn) 
end ( • the·n •) 
else 
round_up 
end (• r.ound_up •); 
·-. 0.0; 
function round_down(x: real): real; {----------------------------~-------------~-------~-------------
Returns the number x rounded downward to two significant 
digits. 
. ' . . . . . . ------
----------------------------------------~----------------- } 
var 
mant, expn, sign: real; 
begin , 
if x < 0 then 
round_down :- - round_up(-x) 
else 
.if X ) 0 
then { then the number isn't zero} 
begin 
.expn : = trunc.(loglO (x).) ; 
mant := x / ten_to(expn - 1); 
mant :~ trunc(mant} / 10.0; 
round_down := mant • ten_to{expn) 
e-n-d ( • then *) 
else 
round down:= 0.0; 
end ( • round down. •) ; 
procedure compose name(inname: string 80; var final name: 
- . - -· 
string_80); 
{ ---------------------------------------------------------------
Assembles the filename for getting the map data file, using 
the defaults in the TECAP data base if needed. 
----------------------------------------------------------------} 
begin 
final_ name : ...:.. ' ' ; 
if strpos(':', inname) = 0 
then {volume not specified, use the default} 
final _name : = v·ol ume _pref ix; 
strappend(final_name, inname); 
if strpos('. ', inname) = 0 
then {extension not specified, add the TECAP standard} 
strappend(final_nam·e., '.M'); 
end (• compose_ name •) ; 
procedure store_map_data; 
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{---------------------------------------------------~--------
Stores the data in the map in 
of the necessary information. 
"Store/Fetch map" 
a character £ormat with all 
Called from procedure A7, 
-----------------------------------------------------~-------} 
var 
datafile: text; 
£name: string_80; 
ix, iy: integer; 
strbool: array [false 
{file for data} 
{file name} 
.. true] of string_8; 
begin 
{these allow printing the literals for booleans} 
strbool[true] := 'TRUE'; 
strbool[false] := 'FALSE'; 
show_title('Storing Disk Data •.. '); 
{ Get file name from user and open ·it up} 
ask ( 'Enter file name data etc.rage', '', data_£ ile_.name, 
data_file_name); 
compose_name(data_file_name, fna,me); 
rewrite(datafile, fname); 
{ Write the file header - will identify map files } 
write(datafile, 'MEASURED file , TECAP2 : ., , ver~ 6); 
writeln(datafile, '{MAP DATA FILE - ', dev. comment, '}'); 
writeln(datafile, user.name); 
{ Device type} 
writeln(datafile, ord(dev. typ)); 
{ Various pieces of information} 
writeln(datafile, dev. name); 
writeln(datafile, dev. wafer); 
writeln(datafile, dev. comment); 
writeln(datafile, dev. 1, ' 
writeln(datafile, dev~ as, ' 
. ps , ' ' , dev . pd) ; 
writeln(datafile, 0.0, 0.0); 
' , dev. w) ; 
', dev. ad, , ' dev 
' 
{ Mapped model and parameter - the 
writeln(datafile, activemodel, ' 
activemodel]); 
writeln(datafile, map_par_D:um, 
map_par_num]}; 
text is for the reader} 
' , mode I -'name [ 
, 
', active_par. name[ 
{ Map size as set} 
writeln(datafile, map_x_actual, ' ' , map_y _actual) ; 
{ Write the data out with flags} 
for ix i= 0 to map_x_actual do 
for iy i= 0 to map_y_actual do 
writeln(datafile, map array"' .. data[ix, iy], 
etrbool[map_array-::-. setflg[ix, iy]]); 
{ Finish up, all nice and neat} 
writeln(datafile, 'End of file'); 
- -
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, , 
' 
close(datafile, 'SAVE'); 
end (• store_map_data •); 
procedure fetch_map~d~ta; {-------------------------------~--~-----------------------~---
Loads the data from a (supposedly) map data file into the 
internal database for extension or analysis. Also called 
from procedure A7 "Store/Fetch map" 
-----------------------------------------------~----------~--} 
var 
datafile: text; 
fname: string_80; 
ix, iy: integer; 
buffer: string[266]; 
begin 
show_title('Retrieving Disk Data ... '); 
{ Get the file name from user and open the file} 
ask('Enter file name containing map data', '', 
data_file_name, data_file_name); 
compose_name(data_file_name, £name); 
reset(datafile, fname); 
{ Check to see if the header is there, identifying it 
as a real map data file} 
readln(datafile, buffer)r 
. . 
if _not ( (str (buff er, 1, 8) ~ ·'MEASURED') and (str(buf fer, 
33, 3) == 'MAP')) 
then {oops, not map data} 
begin 
error{' Not a map data file '); 
pause; 
end(• then•) 
else 
{ OK, we'll take it} 
begin 
{ Read and store the device parameters 
readln(datafile,user.name); 
readln(datafile, {dev.typ} ix); 
• of case ix 
1: dev.typ ·- nmos; .
2: dev.typ ·- pmos; .
3: dev.typ ·- npn; .
4: dev.typ ·- pnp; . 
6: dev.typ ·- njfet; . -
6: dev.typ ·- pjfet; .
7: dev.typ ·-. diode; 
8: dev.typ ·- tube; . 
9: dev.typ • ·- misx; 
·-
end (• case *) ; 
readln(datafile, dev. name); 
readln(datafile, dev. wafer); 
readln(datafile, dev. comment); 
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• 
} 
- . 
readln(datafile, dev. 1, dev. w); 
readln{datafile, dev. as, d~v. ad, dev. ps, dev. 
pd); 
readln(datafile); 
readln(datafile, activemodel); 
readln(datafile, map_par_num); 
readln(datafile, map_x_actual, map_y_actual); 
{ Read all of the numbers into the correct locations, 
taking care which are really set and which are not} 
for ix:= 0 to map_x_actual do 
for iy := 0 to map_y_actual dq 
begin 
readln(datafile, map_array .... data[ix, 
iy], buffer); 
buffer:= strltrim(buffer); 
{ is the data previously set?} 
map_array"". setflg[ix, iy] := (buffer 
;- 'TRUE'); 
end(* for•); 
{ Ch~ck to see we got the whble file} 
readln(datafile, buffer); 
if buffer<> 'End of file' then 
begin 
error(' No end of file marker found .• '); 
pause; 
end(* then•); 
end (•else•); 
end(• fetch_map_data •); 
procedure user init(var m: menu array); 
- -{----------------------------------------------~----------
Supplied by HP, it loads the menus for the command page_. 
---------~--------------------~------------~---~--------~-} 
begin 
m[OJ := 'A) Store map data '; 
m [1] : = 'Al) Select map param'; 
m[2] := 'A2) Initialize map '; 
m[3] := 'AS) Print map data '; 
m[4] := 'A4) Print stat data'; 
m[6] := 'A6) Statistics plot '; 
m[6] := 'A6) Wafer Surf. Plot'; 
m[7] := 'A7) Save/Fetch Map '; 
m[8] := 'A8) Release Prober '; 
m[QJ := , '; 
m[lOJ := 'AlO) Se~ supply vale'; 
m[ll) := 'All) Time delay (s) '; 
m[l2] := ' '; 
m[l3] := ' '; 
m[14] := ' '; 
map_allocated := false; 
map_par_num := 1; 
end(• user init •); 
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procedure aO; 
{--------------- Store map data-----------------------------
Takes the data from the table in the active model and put it 
into the map data base, while als.o setting the flag so we use 
it later on. 
-----------------------------------------------------~----~---} 
begin 
if not map_allocated 
then {no d~ta base to load} 
begin 
else 
error (, Map data space not allocated , ) ; 
pause; 
end(• then•) 
begin 
{Confirm the location ·and value of the da~a} 
write(,Position ,, probe_x - origin_x: O, 
probe--'y - origin_y: 0, ' = ') ; 
w:riteln(' ', strng(active_par. value[ 
map ·par_num]), ' ', active_~ar. unit[ 
map_par_num]); 
write 1 n ( ' ' ) ; 
{Set the data and flags now} 
, , 
' 
, 
map_array-. setflg[probe_x, probe_y] := true; 
map_array ..... data[probe_x, probe __ y] := active_par. 
value[map_par_num]; 
wait(2000); 
end(• else•); 
end(• aO •); 
procedure al; 
{------------------ Select map parameter-----------------------
Pi.ck which of the multitude of parameters in the current 
model you want to map out. Only one to a customer (so far) 
-----~---~----~-~--~~-~------------------~---~-------~-~------} 
var 
ip, endnum: integer; 
s: string_80; 
begin 
page·; 
show_title('Select Map Parameter'); 
with active_par do 
begin 
{Make sure the parameter exists in the model} 
1• f b h map_par_num > num er ten 
map_par_num := 1; 
·{Show what you've got so far} 
writeln(output, 'Current model is ', title); 
write (output, ' Parameter selected is now ', name 
[map_par_num]); 
writeln(output, ' (', unit[map_par_num], ') '); 
writeln(output, 'Possible parameters are:'); 
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, 
{ make three columns of parameters, which read 
up and down} 
ip := lJ 
if number> 10 
then 
endnum := 10 
else 
endnum := number; 
repeat 
write (output , i p : 3 , ' ' , na.m e [ i p] , ' ' : 20 -
strlen(name[ip])); 
if ip + 10 <= number then 
write(output, ip + 10: a, ' ', name[ip + 
10], ' ': 20 - strlen(name[ip + 16])); 
if ip + 20 <= number then 
write(output, ip + 20: 3, ' ', name[ip + 
20]); 
ip := ip + 1; 
write.ln(output); 
until ip > endnum; 
{ Ask for the new para.meter, using the old one as 
the default value} 
writeln(output); 
s := '1 .. ' + intnum(number); 
repeat 
askinteger( 
'Enter the number of the mapping pe.ramet.er' 
, s, map_par_num, map_par_num); 
until (map_par_num <= number) e.nd (map_par_num)O); 
end(• with•); 
end (• al •) -; 
procedure a2; 
{ Initialize Map Data} {----------------------------~-----------~-~-----------------
This routine allocates the array for the map data. It uses 
the default size of the arrays established above for 
this work. 
----~-------·-~-- ..... ·-··---~-----.------·-----------------------~---} 
var 
answer: string_80; 
ix, jy: integer; 
begin 
page; 
show_title('Initializing Map Data'); 
if map_allocated 
then {somebody's already sleeping in the date.base} 
begin 
warn('This operation may destroy existing data'); 
write(output, ' '); 
ask('OK to destroy map data', 'Y or N', 'N', 
answer); 
if answer= 'Y' then {go ahead and destroy} 
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/ 
i 
map_allocated := false; 
end(• then•); 
if not map_allocated 
then {we need the space set aside} 
begin 
if map_array = nil then 
new(map_array); 
writeln(#lO, ~---- Data space allocated ----',#10); 
map_allocated := true; 
map_x_actual := numb_hor_chip; 
map y actual := numb vert chip; 
- - -- ,-
{zero the array} .. (· .· ~-
for ix := 0 to map_x __ size do _ 
for jy := 0 to map_y_size do 
begin 
end 
map_arrayA. setflg(ix, jy] := false; 
~ap_. arrayA. data[ix, jy] := 0.0; 
(•for•); 
pause; 
end(• then•); 
end (• a2 •); 
procedure a3; 
{------------------------Print map data----------------------
Prints out the data in the map, noting the current model, 
pare.meter~=, and whether each data point it valid by 
location.· 
------------------------------------------------------------} 
var 
s: string_BO; 
ix, jy: integer; 
next: integer; 
begin 
page; 
show_title('Print Map Date.'); 
alpha_only; 
if map_e.lloce.ted 
then 
begin 
{use the standard TECAP routines} 
print_start; 
print (' '·) ; 
print('Print Stored Map Data'); 
print('-----~----~----------'); 
print(' '); 
{Show the active model and parameter} 
s := 'Active Model is '; 
strappend(s, active_par. title); 
print(s); 
s := 'Parameter Mapped is '; 
strappend(s, active_par. name[map __ par_num]); 
strappend (s, _' ( ') ; 
strappend(s, active_par. unit[map_par_num]); 
strappend(s, ')'); 
print(s); 
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f I 
else 
print(' '); 
print( 
--------------------------------------------- .. 
' . . . . . . , ) 
. . . . . . . . . ' 
print( 
' I X position 
print( 
Y position Value I'); 
'--------~------------------------------------'). . ' . . . . . . . . , 
{ Now print all the data} 
for ix:= 0 to map_x_actua.l do 
for jy := 0 to map_y_actual do 
begin 
S • - ' , • 
. - ' 
strwrite(s, 1, next, i·x - origin_x: 8); 
strwri te (s, next, next, ' ' : . ~.}.; 
strwri te (s, next., next, j y - o;rigin_y 
: 8) ; 
strwrite(s, next, next, ' 
if map_arrayA. setflg[ix, 
then {data was set up} 
, : Q) ; 
jy] 
strappend(s, strng(map_arrayA. 
data [ ix , j y] ) ) 
else 
strappend(s, 'Not set'); 
print(s); 
end(• for*); 
print_....;end; 
end(• then•) 
begin 
error('No a•ailable map data'); 
pause; 
end (• else •); 
end (• a.3 •); 
procedure a4; 
{---------~------~Print stat data-----------------------------
Print the mean, standard· deviation, minimum, and maximum of 
the data, as well as the expected value adjusted for sample 
• size. 
-------------------------------------~---~--~-~--------------} 
var 
ix, iy, next, min_x, 
min, max: real; 
s: string_80; 
begin 
'
show_ti tle ( '.F.inding 
if map_e.llocated 
then 
begin 
print_start; 
•. min_y, max_x, max __ y: 
Statistical Data'); 
s : = 'Pare.meter Mapped is ' ; 
integer.; 
strappend(s, active_par. name[map_par_num]); 
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... 
" 
., 
strappend(s, 
strappend(s, 
strappend(s, 
print(s); 
' ( ') ; 
active_pe.r. unit[me.p_par_numJ); 
') ') ; 
print('Ste.tistice.l -De.ta for Current Map'); 
. t(' . ') prin -------------------------------- J 
print (' ') ; 
s : = , Me an = ' ; 
strappend(s, strng(me.p_mean(me.p_arre.y"', 
map_x_actue.l, map_y_actue.l))); 
print(s); 
s := 'Standard Deviation = '; 
strappend(s, strng(me.p_standard_deviation( 
map_array'"', map_x_actual, map_:y_actue.l)));. 
print(s); 
s : = ' Value of parameter = ' ; 
strappend(s, strng(me.p_mee.n(map_arre.y"', 
map_x_actual, map_y~e.ctue.l))); 
strappend(s, ' +/~ '); 
strappend(s, strng(l.Q6 * map standard deviation( 
. .-- -
map_e.rre.y", map--'x_actue.l, map_y __ actue.l) / 
sqrt((l + me.p-'x_actual) • (1 + me.p~y_e.ctue.l)) 
) ) ; 
print(s); 
print (' ') ; 
{Find the min and max, by location} 
min : = .1. Oe+a·oo; 
max := -
• 
• min· ,
minx := l; 
min_y := 1; 
max x := 1; 
for ix:= 0 to me.p_x_e.ctue.l do 
for iy := 0 to map_y~e.ctue.l do 
begin 
if me.p_a:rray'"". setf lg.Tix, iy] 
then 
begin 
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if Diap_arre.y"". data [ix, iyJ )max 
then 
begin 
. . ,.. 
max:= map_array. 
data [ix., iyJ; 
• max_x := ix; 
• max_y := 1.y; 
end (• then •); 
if map_array'"'.data[ix,iyJ<min 
then 
begin 
. 
. .... 
min:= map_e.rray. 
data [ix, iy] ; 
• • min_x := ix; 
• • min_y := iy; 
end(• then•); 
end(• then•); 
end(• for•); 
s :=, Minimum data value 
strappend(s, strng(min)); 
print(s); 
s :=' at location '· ,
strappend(s, '('); 
- , . 
' 
strwrite(s, strlen(s) + 1, next, minx - origin_x 
: 0) ; 
strwrite(s, next, next, ', '); 
strwrite(s, next, next, min_y -- origin_y: O); 
strappend(s, ') '); 
print(s); 
s := 'Maximum data value 
strappend(s, strng(max)); 
print(s); 
s := ' at location '· 
' strappend(s, '('); 
strwri te (s, strlen (s) + 1., next, 
: 0) ; 
, 
' 
, ) ; 
, . 
, 
. . . 
max x - or1g1n_x 
strwrite(s, next, next, 
strwri te (s, next, ne~t-, 
strappend(s, ') '); 
print(s); 
max_y - origin_y: O); 
print(' '); 
print_end; 
end(• then•) 
else 
begin 
error(' No Available Map Data to analyze '); 
pause; 
end(• else•); 
end(• a4 •); 
procedure e.o; 
{--------------------Statistical plot.a;..--~-------~---~---'---------
Graph a histogram plot of the data distribution in the map, 
along with a superimposed curve for a normal distribution. 
----------------------------------------------
--------~-------} 
const 
var 
nblocks = 10; 
min_x, max_x, max_height, block_step: real; 
height_data: array [O .. nblocks] of in·teger; 
mean, st_dev: real; 
count, g, ix, iy: integer; 
x, norm: data_array; 
left, right, top, bottom: real; 
deltax, deltay: real; 
begin 
ebow_title('Plotting Data Distribution'); 
if not map allocated 
-
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'---
then {No data to plot} 
begin 
error(' No Available Map Data to Analyze '); 
pause; 
end(• then•) 
else 
begin 
{ Get mean and standard deviation} 
mean :_;:::: map mean (map array ... , map x actual, 
- - - -
map_y_actual); 
st_dev := map_standard_deviation(map_. array~, 
map_x_actual, map_y_actual); 
(\ 
{ Set the bar heights to ze~o 
for ix :~ 0 to nblo~ks do 
height_data[ix] : .· O; 
\ 
to start} 
{ Find the minimum and maximum data (for autoscale)} 
min_x := 1.0e+300; 
• max_x := - min_x; 
for ix := 0 to map_x_actual do 
for iy := 0 to map_y ___ actual do 
if map_array .... setflg[ix, iy] 
then 
begin 
if map_array .... data[ix, iy] > 
max. x 
then 
max x := map_array .... data[ix, 
iy]; 
if map_array .... date.[ix, iy] < 
then 
• minx 
minx := map_array .... data[ix, 
iy]; 
end(• then•); 
minx := round_down(min_x); 
max x := round_up(max_x); 
{ If data is identical (errant) prevent a (-6) error} 
if ma.xx= min. x 
then 
block_step := le-30 
else 
block_step := (max_x - min_x) / (nblocks); 
{Now find the vertical heights of the bars} 
max_height := O; 
for ix := 0 to map_x_actual do 
for iy := 0 to map_y_actual do 
if map_array .... setflg[ix, iy] 
then 
begin 
g := trunc((map_array .... data[ix, 
iy] - minx)/ block step); 
- -height_data[g] i= height_data[g] 
+ l; 
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if height_data[g] > trtinc( 
max_height) 
t·hen 
ma.x_height := height_data[g]; 
end(• then•); 
max_height := max_height + 1; 
{ do the actual plotting now} 
{set up the display surface} 
graph_init(plot_output); 
left:= min_x -- 0.16 • (max_x - min_x); 
right := 0.06 • (max_x - min_x) + max_x; 
top:= max_height * 1.16; 
bottom:= - 0.36 * (max_height); 
set_window.(left, right, bottom, top); 
{Set a frame width} 
deltax := 0.006 * (right - left); 
deltay := 0.006 *.(top.:... bottom); 
{Draw the frame} 
move(min_x, 0.0); 
line(max_x, 0.0); 
line(max_x, max_height); 
line(min_x, max_height); 
line(min_x, 0.0); 
move(min_x - deltax, 0:.0 - deltay); 
line(max_x + de1tax, 0.0 - delt~y); 
line(max_x + deltax, max_height + deltay); 
line(min_x - deltax, max_height + deltay); 
line(min_x - deltax, 0.0 - deltay); 
{label the vertical axis} 
move(left, 0.0); 
set_char_size(0.01 * (right - left), 0.026 * (top 
- bottom)); 
gtext(strng(O.O)); 
move{left, max_height); 
gtext(strng(max_height)); 
{ graph label} 
move(min_x + 0.30 * (max_x - min_x), bottom+ 
0.14 • (top - bottom)); 
set_char_size(0.03 • (right - left), 0.04 * (top 
- bottom)); 
gtext(active_par. name[map_par_num]); 
gtext ( ' ( ' ) ; 
gtext(active_par. unit[me.p_par_num]); 
gtext ( ') ') ; 
{ Label some important numbers} 
set_char_size(0.016 • (right left), 0.022 • ( 
top - bottom)); 
move(min_x + 0.30 * (max_x - min_x), bottom+ 
0.08 • (top - bottom)); 
gtext ( 1 Mean = ' + strng (mean) + ' ' + active _par. 
unit[map_par_num]); 
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set_char_size(0.016 • (right - left), 0.022 • ( 
top - bottom)); 
move(min_x + 0.30 • (max_x - min __ x), bottom+ 
0.06 • (top - bottom)); 
gtext(,Standard Deviation= ' + strng(st_dev)); 
set_char_size(0.016 • (right - left), 0.022 • ( 
top - bottom)); 
move(min_x + 0.30 • (max_x - min_x), bottom+ 
0.02 • (top - bottom)); 
gtext('Bar width='+ strng(block_step) + ' '+ 
active_par. unit[map_par_num]); 
{ Title Bar} 
set_char_size(0.026 * (right - left), 0.04 • (top 
- bottom)); 
move(min_x + 0.30 * (max ___ x .;.. ·min_x), 1.026 • 
max_height); 
gtext('Map Data Distribution'); 
set_char_size(0.02 • (right - left), 0.023 • (top 
- bottom)); 
move(left, 1.1 • max_height); 
gtext('TECAP Ver '+ ver); 
{Label the horizontal a~ie scale and vertical title} 
set_text_rot(o.o, 1.0); 
move(left + 0.06 * {right --- left), 0.30 * 
max_height); 
set_char_size(0.030 * (r1.ght"""" left), 0.04 • (top 
- bottom)); 
gtext ('Count') ; 
move(min_x, bottom); 
set_char_size(0.01 * (right - l·eft), 0.023 • (to.p 
- bottom)); 
gtext(strng(min_x)); 
move(max_x, bottom); 
gtext(strng(max_x)); 
{Draw all of the blocks on the chart NOW} 
fo~ ix := 0 to nblocks - 1 do 
begin 
move(min_x + (ix) • block_step, 0.0); 
line(min_x + (ix) • block step, 
height_data[ix]); 
line(min_x + (ix+ 1) * block_step, 
height_data[ix]); 
line(min_x + (ix+ 1) • block_step, 0.0); 
end(• for•); 
move(min_x, 0.0); { to pick up the pen} 
{draw the normal curve now} 
~. 
count -:= O; 
for ix:= 0 to map_x_actual do 
for iy := 0 to map_y_actual do 
if map_array---.setflg[ix,iy] then 
count:= count+ 1; 
for ix := 1 to 100 do 
be:gi.n 
x [ix] : = min x + (max_x - min_x) • (i~ -
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1) / 99; 
norm[ix] :=(count• block_step) / ( 
sqrt(2.0 * 3.14169) • st_dev) * exp(-
eqr(x[ix] - mean) / 2.0 / sqr(st_dev) 
) ; 
end(• for•); 
move(x[l], norm[l]); 
for ix:= 2 to 100 do 
line(x[ix], norm[ix]); 
graph_term; 
end (•else•); 
end (• a6 •); 
procedure ·a6; {-----~-----~~~--~---~~-------------------------------------
Plot the physical distribution of the paramters as a 
Schmoo plot. (Contour plotting was not effective; the 
data varied too quickly for a meaningful picture to 
' form.) 
----------------------------------------------------------} 
canst 
ndivs {number of "families" of values} 
var 
left, right, bottom, top: real; 
date: string_BO; 
mapchar: string_BO; 
min_data, max_data, etep~data: ·real; 
g: integer; 
ix, iy: integer; 
ehiftx, shifty: real; 
width, height: real; 
thpi, loc, xradius, yradius, step:· real; 
center: record 
x, y: real; 
end; 
begin 
{·characters (in order) for the pl·otting} 
mapchar := '0123466789X'; 
date:= form_date; 
show_title('Plot Wafer Map'); 
if not map_allocated 
then 
else 
begin 
error(' No map data to plot '); 
pause; 
end(• then•) 
begin 
{Find the extent of the data, fqr scaling} 
min_data z= 1.0e+300; 
max data z= - min_data; 
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for ix := 0 to map_x~actual do 
for iy := 0 to map y actual do 
-·-if map_· arrayA. s~tflg[ix, iy] 
then · 
begin 
min:._data := min(min_data, 
map_arrayA. data[ix, iy]); 
max_data := max(max_data, 
map_arrayA. data[ix, iy]); 
min data 
max data 
·-.. 
end(* then•); 
round_down(min_data); 
:= round_up(max_data); 
{ If data is too close together, prevent a /0 error} 
if abs(max_data - min_data) < le"--20 
then 
step_data := le-30 
else 
step_data := (max_data min_'3ata) / ndivs; 
{ Set ~up the plotting surface pa.rameters} 
width:= 2.0 * (map_x_actual +· l); 
height := 1.6 * (map~_actual + l); 
left:= - 0.04 • width; 
right:= ({map_x_actual + 1)) + 0.60 * width; 
shiftx :~ 0.01 • width; 
top:= (map_y_actual + 1) + 0.16667 • height; 
bottom:= - 0.1667 * height; 
shifty := 0.01 * heigh£; 
graph init(plot output); 
. . - -
set_window(left, right, bottom, top); 
{ Plot the frame for the map} 
move(- 3•shiftx, - 3•shifty); 
-
line{(map_x_actual + 1) + 3•shiftx, - 3*shifty); 
line((map_x_actual + 1) + 3•shiftx, (map_y_actual + 
1) + 3•shifty) ; 
line(-3• shiftx, (map_y_actual + 1) + 3•shifty); 
line(-3• shiftx, - 3•shifty); 
move(- 2 • shiftx, - 2 • shifty); 
·line ( (map_x_actual + 1) + 2 * shiftx, - 2 * 
shifty); 
line((map_x_actual + 1) + 2 * shiftx, ( 
map_y_actual + 1) + 2 • shifty); 
line(- 2 • shiftx, (map_y_actual + l) + 2 * 
shifty);. 
line(- 2 * shiftx, - 2 * shifty); 
{ Label the map} 
set_char_size (0.030 • width, 0 .. 026 * height); 
move(left, top - 0.023 * height); 
gtext('WAFER MAP - TECAP ver '+ ver); 
set_char_size(0.026 * width, 0.036 • ·height); 
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move(left, bottom+ 0.001 • height); 
gtext('Parameter mapped is '+ active_par. name[ 
map_par_num]); 
gtext(' (' + active_par. unit[map_par_num] + ') '); 
set_char_size(0.02 • width, 0.02 * height); 
move(left, top - 0.060 * height); 
gtext('Date and Time: '+ date); 
move(left, top - 0.08 • height); 
gtext('Wafer Name: ' + dev. name); 
move(left, top - 0.10 • height); 
gtext('User Name: '+user.name); 
move(left, top - 0.12 • height); 
gtext ('Type: '); 
case dev. typ of 
nmos: 
gtext ( 'NMOS ') ; 
pmos: 
gtext ( 'PMOS '); 
npn: 
gtext ( 'NPN' ) ; 
pnp: 
gtext ( 'PNP '); 
njfet: 
gt ext ( 'NJFEl'') ; 
pjfet: 
gt ext ( 'PJFET ') ; 
diode: 
gtext ( 'DIODE') ; 
tube: 
gtext('TUBE'); 
• m1sx: 
gt.ext ( 'MISX ') ; 
end(• case•); 
{Show the scale chart} 
move{(map~_actual + 1) + 0.06 * width, ( 
map_y_actual + 1));. 
set_char_size(0.016 * width, 0.020 * height); 
gtext('Blank is unmeasured'); 
fbr ix := 0 to ndivs-1 do 
begin 
move({map_x_actual + 1) + 0.06 * width, ( 
map_y_actual + 1) - 0.036 * (1 + ix) 
• height); 
gtext(str(mapchar, ix+ 1, 1) + ': >'); 
gtext(strng(min_data +ix* step_data) + 
, , ) ; 
gtext(active_par .. unit[map_par_num]); 
end(* for•); 
{draw the wafer} 
xradius := 0.6 * {map_x_actual + 1) + i.6 • shiftx; 
yradius := 0.6 * (map_y_actual + 1) + 1.6 • shifty; 
center. x· := 0.6 * (map_x_actual + 1); 
center. y := 0.6 * (map y actual+ l)J 
- -
step:= 0.367 / 4 {radians}; 
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thpi := 1~6 * 3.1416Q26; 
~ove(center. x + xradius • cos(thpi +step• 4), 
center. y + yradius • sin(thpi +step• 4)); 
loc := thpi +step* 4; 
repeat 
line(center. x + xradius • cos(loc), center. y 
+ yradius * sin(loc)); 
loc := loc + step; 
until sin(loc) < sin(thpi - step• 4); 
line{center. x + xradius • cos(thpi +step* 4), 
center. y + yradius * sin(thpi +step• 4)); 
{Draw grid ou·tlining chip if requested} 
if grid_fle.g 
then 
begin 
set_line_style(l); 
for ix:= 1 to map~x_actue.l do 
begin 
move(ix, O); 
1 ine (ix, (map_y~actual + l) ) ; 
end(* for•); 
for iy := 1 to map_y~e.ctual do 
begin 
move{O, iy); 
line( (map_x_actual + 1), iy); 
end(• for•); 
set_line_style(l); 
end(* then•); 
{NOW we can plot the map} 
set_char_size (0.4 • wi·dth / map_x_actual., O. 6 * 
height/ map~_actual); 
for ix:= 0 to map_x_actual do 
for iy := 0 to map_y_actual do 
if map_array--. setflg[ix, iy] 
then 
begin 
g := trunc((map_array--. data[ix, 
i.y] - min_data) / step_data); 
move(ix + 0.1 •width/ 
map_x_actual, iy + 0.16 * 
height/ map_y_actual); 
gtext(str(mapchar, g + 1, 1)); 
end(* then•); 
graph_. term; 
end (• else •) .; 
end (• a6 •); 
procedure a7; {-------------------------~~-----~---------------------~~-~--
Controlling routine for loading and storing the map dat~. 
Calls two routines at the top of the file to handle the 
details; this makes sure data goes where it should. 
----------------------------------------------------.-------· . ,....··} 
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var 
do_b, ans: string_80; 
begin 
show_title('Disk Data Manager'); 
repeat 
ask('Fetch data from or store data to disk', 'For S' 
P ' S ' , do_ b) ; 
until (do_b = 'F') or (do_b = '.f') or (do_b = 'S') or ( 
do b 's ') ; 
if (do_b 's') or (do_b = 'S') 
then {We want to store data} 
if not map allocated 
- . 
then 
begin 
error (' No map data to store ') ; 
pause; 
end (*then•) 
else 
store_map_de.ta 
else 
begin 
ii me.p_allbcated 
then {some data is in the way.} 
begin 
warn( '"1-.--·\ 
' This will overwrite some existing data 
ask('OK to de~t~oi map data'., 'Yo~ N', 
'N' , ans) ; 
else 
if (ans= 'Y') or {ans= 'y') then 
fetch_map_data; 
end(• then•) 
begin 
a2; 
fetch_map_data; 
end(• else•); 
end(• else•); 
end(• a7 •); 
procedure a8; {------------------------------~---~-~--------~~--~-----~ 
Release the prober to front panel control, for loading 
wafers, etc. 
~---------------------------------------------~---------} 
begin 
local(hpib•lOO+rk 1032 add); 
- -
end (• a8 *); 
procedure aQ; begin end(* aQ •); 
procedure alO; 
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, ) ; 
{-~------------------Set Supply Values------------------------
Will allow the user to set any supply in the 4146 to a value 
desired; useful for long-term voltage applications when Used 
with the time delay routine All. 
-------------------------------------------------------~------} 
var 
what'": string_BO; 
which unit: unit type; 
- - -· 
value, compl: real; 
mode: string_BO; 
src mode: source_type; 
.begin 
page; 
show_ti tle ( 'Settin_g Supplies') ; 
{Find out what the user wants, and. wait till it's correct} 
repeat 
ask('Set which unit?', 'SMUl,2,3, or 4; VSl or 2', 
, what); 
which_unit := gnd; 
if (what = 'SMUl ') or (what - 'smul ') then 
which_unit := smul; 
if (what= 'SMU2') or (what 'smu2') then 
which_unit := smu2; 
if (what= 'SMU3') or (what 'smu3') then 
which_unit := smu3; 
if (what= 'SMU4') or (what - 'smu4') then 
which unit:= smu4; 
if (what= 'VS1') or (what '·vsl') then 
which_unit := vsl; 
if (what= 'VS2') or (what - 'vs2') then 
which_unit := vs2; 
until which unit<> gnd; 
{ Bow big a value?} 
, ' 
askreal('What bias level?', 'volts or amps', 0.0, value); 
{Just for the SMU's} 
if (which_unit - smul) or (which_unit - smu2) or ( 
w-hich unit ~ smu3) or (which_unit - smu4) 
then 
begin 
askreal ( 'Enter channel complianc,e', 'amps', le;._3, 
compl); 
ask('Enter sotirce mode', 'V or I', 'V', mode); 
if ((mode= 'V'·) or (mode= 'v')) 
then 
src mode 
else 
.. src mode 
-
end(• then•); 
{Do the change NOW} 
set_bias(which_unit, 
end (• alO •); · 
.. 
:= V 
• 
:-= 1; 
value, compl, src_mode); 
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procedure all ; {-------------------------------------------------------------
Arbitrary time delay. Value coming 
may have 1 millisecond resolution. 
busy, so one may know the system is 
in is in seconds and 
The screen is kept 
working at waiting. 
... _ 
-------------------------------------------------------------} 
var 
s: string_80; 
x : i.nteger; 
z: real; 
begin 
end 
{Wait for a valid number} 
repeat 
ask( 
'Enter time delay in seconds (engineering units valid).' 
, ' 0 . . 100000 ( l 00 k) ' 1 ' 0 . 0 ' , S) ; 
z := number(s) * 1000; 
x := trunc~z); 
until (x >= 0) and (x <= maxint); 
write (' . . . Wai ting ' , s, ' seconds ') ; 
{ Print a dot every two seconds, just to let the 
world know we're still alive} 
while x > 2000 do 
begin 
wait(2000); 
X := X - 2000; 
write(output, 
sound_busy; 
end(• while•); 
wait(x); 
(•all~); 
, t ) • 
. , 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
al2; 
a13; 
al4; 
begin end 
begin end 
begin end 
(• 
(• 
(• 
a12 *) . ., 
a13 *) ; 
.al4 *) ; 
{ The 
not 
the 
the 
model programs are not listed here because they were 
a part of the thesis work. For a complete listing see 
file "T USER.TEXT" on the "TCPUS" disk supplied with 
system update instructions~ } 
SLIST OFFS 
SLIST ONS 
end {user module code for thesis} . 
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